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Women's League Formal 
Friday, April 26 
VOL XX 
~eacbers <!ollege 1Rews 
"TEU THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1935 
All-school Carnival 
Saturday, April 27 
NO. 24 
Press Group to 
Hold Convention 
Here on May 11 
CHILD PLUS 'FUI ' 
EQUALS PROFESSOR 
AND SIXTH STREET 
Topics Chosen C. H. Colentan Says Big Navy 
For Extempore Is Essential for Maintenance 
Speech Entries Of US N 1· · W · it'~u"~~~ ~~ "~~~::"st;y:o':i.e~! -- eutra Ity In arttnte 
Yearbook Staffs to Join News-
paper Units for Annual Dis-
cussions and Banquet. 
40 SCHOOLS INVITED 
The Eastern Illinois Hig·h School 
Press Association, organized by the 
News last spring, will hold its sec:>nd 
Guinagh, Latin scholar. Five General Subjects Offered; ~~·----------------. 
Professor Kevin G u in a g h, Contestants in Other Fields 
classics scholar, has been re- Will Choose Own Talks. A 'Doggie' Incident 
tained as interpreter for the --- ---
child prodigy, Miss Jane Cavins. NO PRIZES OFFERED We are about to reiterate 
Shortly after the Cavinses moved ___ the Old Mother Hubbard yarn 
into their new home on Sixth again. The disappointed doggie 
Five general topics have been se- this time happened to be half street the child, ten ~onths old, t t f. ld f th lected in he ex empore Ie 0 e a dozen Sigma Delta members. remarked, "Fui." The father, d b th D 
Harold M. Cavins, of the Sci- speech contest, sponsore Y e e- Starting out on a treasure hunt 
bate club and sche_duled to be held on from the lovers' t.ub north of annual convention and banquet at F.I ence department, recognized the A .1 30 Ent . t b t ed in 
History Instructor Swats Ver 
sailles Treaty in Address Be 
fore Voters' Conference. 
MISS REINHARDT SPEAKS 
"In order that our position as a neu 
tral will receive the respect of a world 
pn · nes are 0 e urn Pemberton last M·'"'nday eve-word as different from Jane's v. 
Saturday, May 11 . Already over 4.0 usual "flooey" and "hooey." by Apnl 23 to Juanita Brown, or may I ning, a score of Sigma Delta tain our own power at sea at a point 
l b ·1 d · f he placed in Box 14 at Pemberton HalL high schoo s have een mru e m ,)r- When called into consultation. Three fields of speech, extempore, or- I members, with Glenn H. Sey- which will command such respect." 
.at war, it is imperative that we main 
mation regarding the meeting. Addi- · d th hape 0 folio ed an Profes or Gumagh expresse e ation, and internretive readin"\ are mour as c r n, w Thus did Charles H. Coleman of the tional publicity is being compiled and · th t th t · ths ld ., o ' ·t· h"ch · 1 ded grave 
opimon a e en mon ° open to any student wishing to enter 1 merary w 1 me u a - EI H. d is to be sent later. A group of Nl3ws- k. L t · d d h"t h . t .1 ad 1story epartment sum up one child was spea mg a m an either one or all divisions. yar , 1 c mg pos , ra1 ro 
staff members and TC High students, that "fui" could be translated trestle, hamburger stand, cannon, angle of the neutrality situation in an 
headed by Margaret Servey, have to literally mean-"! was on The general topics .selected for ex- Phi Sig mailbox and "Bill's." Ah, address at the afternoon session of 
charge of the day's events and form Third street, but we moved to tempore speaking are as follows: Bill's. When Harold Catting- the regional conference of the Worn-
the reception committee. Sixth street." "With children of New Deal - Unemployment Relief, ham's car got there, the cupboard en's League of Voters held here last 
This year the Association is admit- this calibre," the learned Pro- Agriculture, Labor Policy, Increased was bare, and, obviously, some Saturday. 
ting to membership and to the con- fessor advised, "the future for Power of President; Crime-National wretch had snared the prize. A As a preface to his discussion of 
vent'ion, schools which sponsor an an- Latin books is very bright, in- Police Force, Effects of Repeal Upon r ed-blooded, red-headed rah rah the neutrality problem, Mr. Coleman 
nual publication. The yearbook divis- deed." Racketeering, Courts and Grime, · Cop- boy is suspected. recalled the World War settlement, 
ion is a new one and is much needed ing with Kidnaping; Japanese Rela- branding the Treaty of Versailles a 
as there are numerous schools which • tions-Japanese in California, Japan- ----~~ "tragic failure caused by the selfish 
have annuals but no school paper. 'M• h 8 ' Russia, Japanese Militarism, Japan J B M G folly of the victors of 1918." His sur-
Those who are not. members of the Ig ty arnum and the United States; Germany-Hit- • • ac regor vey of present situations tending to-
group at present but who wish to en- h d } d ler and the Jews, Rearmament, Pro- ward war included the "Japanese brow-
ter an annual or newspaper in the Days Sc e u e gram for Self-sufficiency, Hitler, the Gives Address at beating of China," "Italian aggress-
best publication contest will have an · l Dictator; War-United States Arma- ions toward Ethiopia" and the resump~ 
opportunity for registering with the For EI Portrayal me_nt Program; New Demons of Death, Kappa Delta Pi tion of conscription for the German 
associat'ion at the meeting. ___ Sp1es, Present Danger of War. army. 
Harold Cottingham, Publicity Di- Contestants entering in the orations --- "But wh'ile we denounce war and 
rector, announces that some well- Panther Lair and Pemberton and reading fields may choose their Racial Prejudices Should Not the authors of war, it might be well 
known speaker will be obtained. Hall Plans All-school Carnival own topics. Ten minutes is the time Be Instilled Through Class- for us to take a frank and realistic 
The opening session of the group for Saturday, April 27. limit placed on those two divisions of room Teaching, He Says. view of our own situation" said Mr. 
will be devoted to a general meeting --- competition. Extempore talks are to Coleman. "In the past V:e have re-
at which the delegates will be welcom- El's halls of learning will be trans- be five minutes long. "Not that every Frenchman is a de- sorted to war for what to us were 
ed by President R. G. Buzzard. Fol- formed into veritable merry-making No pnzes are bemg offered. The generate creature, a person to be fear- highly justifiable ends-notably inde-
lowing this the group will divide up promenades April 27 when Pemberton purpose of the contest is to stimulate ed by American society, or that the pendence and union. But we have 
into five sections for round table dis- Hall and the Panther Lair stage an 'interest in speech and to open a new English are just a bunch of shopkeep- now no national aspirations wh 
cussion meetings. The advisers, 1·he all-school carnival. The main hall, field of creat.ive activity at EI. If ers or the Germans a group to whom only be achieved by force. No 
editors and business managers of the will serve as the midway and class- prospects are promising enough, a a treaty is just a scrap of paper, but 'icans are held as unwilling l'l 
papers, and the editors and business rooms will be used for side shows. team may be formed with a view to- that all of these are contributors to pressed subjects of l\n alien .!:JVwc .... 
managers of the annuals, will for>n Minstrels, fortune tellers, trapeze ward intercollegiate competition. our own civilization; these are the Our territory has not been carved up 
the nuclei for the five meetings. Oth- artists, dancers, freaks, and oddities' facts that must be taught in our by victorious enemies. We have not 
ers who are interested may attend of all descriptions-plus indispensable Walter M. Scruggs to schoolrooms." Thus spoke J. B. Mac- undergone the agonies of national vi-
these meet'ings also. venders of peanuts, popcorn, balloons Speak at Science Club Gregor at a meeting of Kappa Delta visection. On the contrary, in the 
The remaining activities of the day and other concessions- ill hold sway Pi Monday evening. past we have engaged in a little surg-
will be a tour of the campus and a<> on the midway. We must not let students leave the ery of our own-notably on the re-
a climaxing social event, a dance in Dancing will be featured during the Walter M. Scruggs of the Zoology classroom with prejudices toward any publics of Mexico and Colombia. But 
the gymnasium. This dance will be latter part of the evening, for which departm~nt will tell about. the. Zoo~~ rac'ial group if we are to develop a I we have no such designs now. We 
in charge of the Teachers College 1 music will be provided by the public I ogy ~epartment at the Umversi~Y psychological attitude in which peace desire only to l'i.ve at peace with our 
high school committee, headed by 1 address system. Operators of the sys- lllm01s as_ a fe~ture of the SCie~ce may grow, he added. If every child 
Margaret Servey. I tern hope to have some new dance I club meetmg this Wednesday at 7 .15 knows the truth about all national 
records. I p. m. Mr. Scruggs has very recent- .peoples much has been done for the 
U. of I. Debaters Meet I Several members of the faculty have ly been doing post-graduate work progress of peace. Mr. MacGregor 
promised to appear in the side shows. I there. does not claim that these corrected at-El Teams Thursday Mr. Weckel has offered services of the Joan Hunter '37 will present a talk, titudes can be attained over night. "It 
college band. · j "Collecting and Preserving Plants/ ' is a long-time program, but I am sure 
Two non-deciston debates were held 
between the University of Illinois and 
the men's teams here last Thursday. 
In the afternoon Richard Bromley and 
Charles Poston, EI affirmatives, met 
General admission to the carnival that, in the schoolroom, attitudes to-
will be 10" cents. The admission fee JAMES M. HOBBS IS ward peace can be developed." 
entitles students to a free show and ART SPEAKER FRIDAY At the same meeting, the list of 
dancing. eligible memberships was considered. 
Jack Horsley and William Burt, Illi- VACATION STARTS FRIDAY 
nois negatives. In the evening J. Paul ---
Reed and Glenn Cooper, EI negatives, I Another issue of the News will ap-
met Ro·y Kozul and John Honnold, pear April 30, following Easter vaca-
Illinois affirmatives. The questi-on for tion. Classes will be dismissed this Fri-
debate was: Resolved, that all col- day afternoon for the ten-day Spring 
lective bargaining be negotiated vacation. School will reopen Monday, 
through non-company unions safe- April 22. 
guarded by law. 
James M. Hobbs talked informally 
at the Art club meeting last Friday in 
the reception room. He discussed 
various schools of art and their 
merits and to·ld of some of his ex-
periences in art work. 
Mr. Hobbs has exhibited his work 
in art galleries in New York and at 
the Art Institute in Chicago. 
GYM SPECIAL FEATURED 
Pages five and six of the News this 
week are devoted to an exposition of 
EI's need of a new gymnasium. In-
terviews and letters from Howard 
Millard and Fred Young, sports edi-
tors, are featured. 
The evening debate, held before 
about 100 students. and visitors in the 
high school assembly hall, was charac-
terized by considerable humor, with 
most thrusts being made at Mr. Reed, 
a former Illinois debater . Mr. Reed 
generally had a reply for his ex-col-
leagues. 
Instrumentation Class Visits /~diana Factories Friday 
Mr. Honnold of the Illinois team 
comes from Kansas and has had de-
bate experiences at Paris high school. 
Mr. Horsley is from . Mattoon. 
HOME EC CLUB HEARS 
HILLSBORO SPEAKER 
Mrs. A. M. Howell of Hillsboro de-
scribed to the girls of the Home Econ-
omics club and their invited guests 
Tuesday at 7:301 p. m. her travels and 
experiences in China and Japan. After 
the talk Mrs. Howell exhibited several 
articles of Chinese mrchandise. 
To carry out the evening in a Chinese 
fashi-on, the girls in charge were dressed 
in Oriental costume, and the dining 
room was decorated with Japanese 
lanterns. 
Refreshments of "Chinese chews" and 
tea were served to about 60 guests. 
By Staff Reporter 
An all-day trip Friday introduced 
members of the Instrumentation class 
of the college to several of the musical 
and educational haunts of Indiana. 
The class went through two band 
instrument factories, Buescher and 
Conn; visited Purdue university, at 
Lafayett~. and visited Notre Dame 
university at South Bend. Those who 
made the trip. were Richard W. 
Weckel, Thomas Chamberlin, Ralph 
Mcintosh, Leplie Kanatzer, Ruth 
Brookhart, Evelyn Anderson, Mary E. 
Inman, and Rosalie Funk. 
These people left Charleston at 3 
o'clock Friday morning and visited the 
Purdue campus between 6:30 and 7 
o'clock on the way to Elkhart. They 
arrived at Elkhart at 10:30. The re-
mainder of the morning was spent in 
visiting the Buescher instrument fac-
tory. In the afternoon the group 
spent more than two hours visiting 
the Conn instrument factory, which 
is acclaimed the "world's largest." 
Leaving Elkhart about 4 in the after-
noon, the group next saw South Bend 1 the interesting work on the instru-
and Notre Dame university. The great ments. 
gold dome at Notre Dame was seen Many more mechanical features 
for miles aroun_d, and was brill_iant were viewed at the Gonn plant. The 
when close to It. Rockne Stadmm, busy season for instrument f cto · e 
the beautiful library for law students, is between June and January, ~ s~~! 
the chapel, the field house, and the machines were not running at ll 
football_ team in spring training were ~hough many workmen are emplo;ed 
other Sights. The part~ heard the the year around. It was at Conn where 
Notre Dame band practice and saw the class saw the press which k ~he music building, a '!ery old build- tympani bowls; machines whic:~~~ 
mg on the verge of bemg condemned. trombone slides into their proper 
At the Buescher plant the group length; tanks for plating instruments; 
saw Wayne King's gold plated saxo- ·machines which pull and shape the 
.phone, which was there for recondi- metal so as to make raised holes on 
tioning. They also saw a Kaiser Born- saxophones, all out of the same piece 
bardon, an old Bohemian 4 valve bass of metal as the body of the instru-
with rotary valves, like our present ment; machines that grind the valves 
French horns have. into their sockets; machines which 
Buescher is building an alto saxo- automatically drill holes in the valves 
phone for Wayne King which is to in exactly the correct place. In shap-
be made of sterling silver, an experi- ing bells of basses and other large in-
ment. The saxophones are the big struments, water pressure of two tons 
sellers at Buescher; they probably sell per square inch is used. Tympani 
three times as many saxes as any are made of sheet copper so thin that 
other instrument. The class saw drum if one were to stand it on edge it 
sticks made at Buescher, besides all would just fold over, 
(Continued on Page 10) 
Country Life Club 
Names 8 Delegates 
At a business meeting last Wednes-
day the Country Life club elected 
eight members to represent the club 
at the convention of the National 
Qountry 'Life association. The con-
vention will be held next September 
at the University of Ohio at Colum-
bus. The delegates will be Alice Cruse, 
Denzel Ferguson, Josephine Baker, 
Hazel Haskett, Roland Crackell, Mil-
dred Fritchley, Lloyd Miller, and Dor-
othy Dearnbarger. 
Lorraine Wax was elected historian 
and Lloyd Miller was elected vice-
president to fill vacancies left by the 
resignation of Crystal Funkhouser and 
Frank Broyles. 
Lloyd Miller was named chairman 
of a committee in charge of the chapel 
program to be given April 23. It was 
announced that Dr. Kirkpatrick, pro-
fessor of sociology at the University 
of Wisconsin, will be the ·club's guest 
speaker. 
4-H CLUBS TO STAGE 
RALLY HERE TUESDAY 
All 4-H clubs of Coles County will 
meet in the gymnasium this Tuesday 
evening at 7:30 for the annual spring 
rally. The program will 'include group 
singing, talks, and some recreational 
features. 
Robert .Smith, EI student last year, 
is chairman of the rally. Included 
among the speakers of the evening 
will be E. I. Pilchard, state club lead-
er from the University of Illinois; 
Thomas Chamberlin, Donald Smith 
Harold Gillespie, and Donald Davis of 
Charleston; and Wayne Dailey of Mat-
toon. 
"Farmer" E. W. Rusk is leader of the 
Coles Qountv 4 .. H .. r.lubs.-------
VOL. XX. 
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Senior Class Play 
Friday, 8 P. M. 
NO. 24 
Reviewer Appraises Acting Records of Seniors Hold Sway Rinkydinks Take Lead in Softball Race· 
'Th p t ' c t M . . E . d In Regal Splendor o· D I F •t· R . v· ' e a sy as ; aJority xper1ence - 1zzy azz ers a1 to eg1ster 1ctory 
By Frances Durgee 
The cast?-oh yes-the plot and the 
cast make a play. It wouldn't be wise 
to spoil the story or "splll the milk" so 
what about our cast? 
What can the cast do? What capa-
bilities have they? Let us focus the 
spotUght on their careers thus for in 
TC. Margaret Morris in her role of 
Patsy will find her public speaking 
ability she gained in Paris a great as-
set. Margaret's hobby 'is playing the 
piano and singing. She has always 
been a good English student and in-
terested in plays. If there is any-
thing about acting ability running in 
the family, Marg may have obtained 
some of her ability from her already 
famous actor brother, Walt Morris, 'in 
college. 
Opposite Marg Morris is John Oli-
ver. You will get the surprise of your 
life when you see him as Tony. John 
seems to surprise us (like that A in 
chemistry last fell) all the time. John 
has come to 'DC during his last two 
years and before that attended a high 
school in Mattoon and Pennsylvan'ia. 
Harriet Moore is the high school's 
amiable soul . but from reports about 
the play Harriet can he sad also, Har-
riet has always been interested in Eng-
list and play work as she would say 
"Suits her fine!" She is expected to 
be one of the stars of the evening for 
her natural adaptation to the part. 
Four years of work in Footlights 
C'lub will a'id Bill Heinlein in the in-
terpretation of the father's part. Bill 
is a good natured fellow and takes his 
own part in arguments. Strangely 
enough the character of Pop has the 
same characteristics of Bill himself. 
Margaret Servey has spent so much 
time on English and h er hobby, po-
etry, that she is finding it easy to fall 
right 'into the character portrayal of 
Grace. Margaret has a knack for 
playwriting herself, so she can well in-
terpret Barry Conners style 
Bob King, as Billy, is sure to be a 
great success. The two girls fight 
over him and Billy remains rather 
nonchalant about it. Bob is quite 
popuiar s'ince his arrival at TC last 
year and it doesn't disturb him a bit 
so he'll probably be able - to play it 
quite naturally. Bob is considering 
acting or athletics but he'll be playing 
college football next fall perhaps. 
"Junior, shine my shoes," cried the ~ 
Eighth Grade Wins 
Way to Semi-finals 
senior. 
"Phooey, Senior, shine them your-
self. Y·ou flunked chemistry," retort-
ed the junior. 
In the annual ciphering contest And thus the "Seni'or Day," held on 
sponsored by the EI Math club, the April Fool's Day, was on its way. The 
eighth grade defeated the seventh with day was a riot. It was said by sev-
a score of 23-13, thus winning its way eral teachers that it would have been 
into the semi-finals. In the next better if TC had taken the day to let 
event the Girl Scout team won a de- off steam in the Wide Woods, instead 
cisive victory over the freshmen. of wrecking the school. School just 
. . . 1 wasn't. The boys came dressed in over-
The seml-fma.ls commence? Wlth a ails and red bandana handkerchiefs, 
close ?ontest between the girl scouts and the girls attired in gingham. Every 
and eighth grade team-the latter of senl·or had t h 
. . one or more s ooges w o W~!Ch, won by a two pomt ~ead. The were compelled to do everything that 
wmners then met the Semor college the sen1· ors d · d N · 1 d · · , es1re . o semor owere 
team and were defeated by a score of his dignity by ca . · h · b k 
28-8. In the championship game the . nymg lS own °0 s, 
.. m fact, the underclassmen were forced co~ge sophomores defeated the Eighth to do about everything but eat for their 
gr e. masters; Max King even managed to 
Frances Pruitt, representing the do that to Frances Durgee's cough 
champions acquired the highest score, drops. 
fifty points. Mary Sue Simmons re- Classes were interrupted ·once, twice, 
ceived second place with thirty-six and ani three times by the seniors calling 
one half points. out their stooges to run an errand for 
As a closing contest the college , them. In Miss Neeley's English class 
sophomo<res showed their prowess over j the seniors were called out one by one 
the faculty and Wilma Nuttall, a form- untn only five remained. ~e class 
er champion, tied with the highest was dismissed. The senior French stu-
scorer, Miss Pruitt. dents wrote a no.te to Miss Michael 
Chalk War Is Raging 
In Room 30! Help!! 
A chalk war is progressing in Room 
30! The opposing armies find much 
fun in this new slaughter. Upon be-
ing questioned as to the judgment in 
using this type of ammuniti·on, one 
young soldier replied, "We pay our 
seven dollars, don't we?" 
The Freshman students, with one ex-
ception, presented a petition to their 
criti'c teacher, Miss Ragan, stating, 
that they desired less home work. 
However, the Ninth grade instructor 
addressed the group and proved to 
them that they very fortunate in re-
ceiving as little outside studying as 
~eY. did . 
League Try-outs to 
Be Held Wednesday 
saying that the junior French class 
I would not meet, and for once that day 
the juniors didn't fight back. Seven of 
the twenty juniors attended their 
French class. Miss Michael, taking it 
all as an April Fool's Joke "forg·o-t to 
remember" who all had come to class. 
The day came to a climax with the 
seniors in charge of General assembly 
during the last hour. Everyone in TC 
attended to see what the seni·o·rs would 
do next. Claude Durgee, president of 
the junior class, started things off by 
presenting the senior president, Bob 
King, with a gift token of the junior's 
respect for the seniors. The gift was 
a box of crawling, wigging, fishing 
worms, and it would be hard to estim-
ate how far Bob Kng threw the box. 
Afte'r the assembly was over TC sat 
exhausted from excitement and laugh-
ter. The day had been a grand April 
Fool's joke, but would it happen 
again? 
Tuesday 
Tryouts for the E'I League contest Chapel .................................... 9 :50 A. M. 
will be held in General Assembly on News meeting .................... ........ 2: 50 P .M. 
Wednesday during the first period. Gir_I's ~oft ball .. .......... ............ 3: 15 P. M. 
Juniors Sponsor 
Drastic Measures 
Forceful measures are to be put into 
effect by the vote of the junior class 
at a called meeting Wednesday noon. 
1. All members whD have not paid 
dues are excluded from the junior-
senior banquet and dance. Spring 
quarter dues are to be taken this week. 
Three weeks ago Coach Ernie Pricco 
selected four teams for the Soft Ball 
League, namely the Rinkydinks, 
Lucky Strikes, Freckles, and Dizzy Daz-
zlers. 
After three weeks of strong inter-
competiu.on the Rinkydinks and Lucky 
Strikes have been on top all of the way 
with the Freckles furnishing strong 
competition. Previous to this the 
Dizzy Dazzlers have not been able to 
"dazzle" anyone as they are resting at 
the bott-om of the race for the cham-
pionship. 
Hugh McMorris' Rinkydinks have 
made a strong comeback after losing 
their first game. They have won five 
2. All members who do not sell their 
20 allotted tickets for the movie, "Love 
In Bloom" which is to be presented 
April 23 and 24, are responsible to the 
Junior Class for a nickle for each un-
sold ticket. 
straight games to hold a lead over the 
as league after Mirus' team won a sur-
prise victory over King's team with a 
soo·re of 7-5 on ~ursday afternoon. 
3. Nina Mae Tefft is to act 
toast-mistress at the banquet. 
4. Tickets for the show are to g.o on 
sale at the first of next week, Mon-
day April 8, anct will be sold until Mon-
day afternoon April 22. 
5. The committee heads are to hold 
a meeting to decide the type ·of ban-
quet sometime in the near future. 
Goodwill Folio, B.ox 
Arrive from Hungary 
The standings of' the league up to 
Friday are as folows: 
W L 
Rinkydinks - McMorris ........ .. 5 
Lucky Strikes - King .... ..... .. .... .4 2 
Freckles - Mirus .... .................... 3 3 
Dizzy Dazzlers - Durgee ...... .... 0 6 
Already thirty-two boys have signed 
a petition asking for a regular baseball 
team. 
TC recently received a letter of good Five members of the News, staff 
w~ll from a Hungar~an sch~ol_ teacher 
1 
have ordered a new shield-shape pin 
w1th a box and foho depiCtmg the and guard. Frances Durgee was in 
workmanship and life of that oountry. charge of the purchase. Those stu-
These articles are on display near Mr. dents who have requested pins are: 
Rothschild's desk in Room 29. Maxine Engle, Margaret Servey, Bar-
They include eight pieces of fancy old Lee Hayes, Frances Durgee, and 
needlework and a folio, which con- Marguerite Sunderman. 
tains the Hungarian national creed, 
colored pictures of Nicholas Harthy, 
governor of Hungary, scenic views, and 
family scenes with the National Cos-
tume. The needle work was enclosed 
in a wooden chest, decorated with ela-
borate designs. 
In return TC must send a collecti·on 
representing American life. Anyone 
having any pictures or articles is urg-
ed to leave these in the wooden chest I 
on exhibtion. 
HOLMES BARBER l 
SHOP 
FIVE CHAIRS-NO WAITING 
~ .. .. __ Southwest Comer Square 
DIAMOND RING SALE 
Special rLow Prices on our Entire Stock of Fine, First Q~ality, Blue 
White Diamonds for "Ap•ril, the Diamond Month." Watch Our 
Windows for Real Values. 
. 
Mr. Rothschild has selected judges 1 Wnter s club ........................ 7:30 P. M. 
DISTRICT CONTEST IS for this occasion. I 
HELD HERE SATURDAY Mildred Moore will appear in the L~k for placards saying, "We ad- , 
C. W. HUCKLEBERRY & SON 
THE WEST SIDE JEWELER 
dramatic division. vert1se in Teachers C'ollege News. ~ed~rtcloo~e~scl~e Illin~s Russ~ M~rn will be TC~ re~~ ~--------------------------------J ~~:=~~=~~=~-~:~~~t~p= r-~~i~L-E~SW T""o~N"~P"R""o-F".E'"s"s-I"O~N~A._L_C_A~R-----1 
Saturday. Leaders in the music con- ceived his music pieces, he will be D s r 
test for class C schools were Armstrong ·unable to part1·c1·pate 1·n the program +·--·-·-u-u-u-u-n-••-••-n- ••- •-u-u-u-u-u-u-n-••-•• "' ,, "' +• u • --- - . - -·I-11-11-MII-11-11-11-tsN- Wit-11-1:1 -+ 
with 23 points, Bismarck with 21, and on Wednesday, however. Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715 DR. w. B. TYM ! Office Phone 43 Res. Phone 1148 Oakland with 17 points. Litchfield I 1 
with 21 points copped high honors in MEETING POSTPONED J. A. OLIVER, M. D. DENTIST • DR. W. E. SUN:PERMAN 
the class B division The speech title Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 1 DENTIST 
went to Mansfield with seven points; 
Harmony and Olney trailed closely 
with six points each. 
The Short Play contest, held on Fri-
day, resulted in victo·ry for Armstrong 
with the play, "Neighbors." Mt. ·carmel 
was second and Pesotum was third. 
H . DeF. Widger of the EI faculty, 
was manager of the Eastern Division. 
TC CONTEST WINNER 
Audrey Webster, by merit of enter-
ing the best poster, won first place in 
the contest spo-nsored by the publi'city 
department of the Senior class play. 
Mary Kathryn Kincaid's entry won 
second place, while Virginia Heinlein, 
Donald Smith, Helen Mcintyre, and 
Nina Tefft tied for third ranking. 
~e first prize consisted of four 
tickets to "The Patsy." ~e second 
and thfrd awards were three and one 
ti'ckets, respectively. 
Science club i-s -p-o-stponed until the C'harleston National Bank Bldg. 1 Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. -1 People's Drug Store Bldg. first ~ursday after Easter vacation. Ch 1 t Til ares on, . Phones: Office, 476; ~esidence, 762 •
1 
Charleston, Ill. 
If all plans materialize, TC will enter-
tain CHS at a joint meeting in which +•--u-·-·--·-"-"_"_,._,,_.,_r~-·•-••-n-••-••-••-.. -··-··-··-··-··-·+-~~- .. - .. _,._"_"_"_"_,,_.,_"_"_'+ 
both organizations will present a pro- DR. 0. E. BITE • DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE 1 DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD 
gram. Following this event Mr. Cav- ' DENTIST ~ I OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST 1 DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD 
ins' general science class will attempt • 
a little "star gazing," if the weather 1st National Bank Bldg. - Alexander Bldg. 1 o_ffice Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 A. M. and 
conditions are suitable. It is rumored North Side Square 12.00 to 6:00 and 7:00 to 9:00 P. M. 
that the telescope in Room 2P has been Offi~e Hours: 8~12-1-5 I Phone 340 j . 604% ~ixth St. . 
collecting the dust since last January. Phones. Office, 350, Res. 629 Frames Repaired-'Lenses Duplicated aPhones. Office, 30 • Res. C. D. S. 770. 
Calling all stars! Calling all stars! +·--~~-·-~~-•--n-•-.. - .. _.,_.,_+,_.,_,_.,_.,_,._ ,._,_,._,._.,_,_.,_,!_.,_,._.,_,~e~,'-~.:._~_:_,~·· .. 13=-·-·-·+ 
FlL.L UP YOUR GAS TANK 
AT 
NEWELL'S 
FILLING STATION 
CANDY AND CIGARETTES 
I DR. C. E. DUNCAN j DR. N. C, IKNAYAN 
OCULIST iOffice ~ours 8 to 12:15 & 11:30 to 6:15 
Corner 8th and Jackson i Saturday and Monday Nights 
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. Office and Residence ' Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 · 
J Phones: Office 218; Res . . 160 Phon~ 12 501 Jackson St. 
DR. J. R. ALEX~~ER 
516% Sixth St. 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
+e---..-.._.._,._.._,._,._,,_,,_,.,_,,_+--tt-••- _: + 
DR. H. A. SHAFFER 1 .,_,_.,_,._.,_.,_.,_.,_,._,_,,1
1
• _,._,. p~=:~ .. O~:·~:;~~:~:·-· 
Corner 6th and Van Buren 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
Linder Bldg . Physician and Surgeon 
. 
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 511% Jackson Street 
Phone 440 
MOORE TIRE & BATTERY SERVICE +· • 
·--------·----·--·--·-----·----
Office Hours: 8:30-12; 1-5:30; 7-9 
111ursdays--8:30-12; 7-9 
---··--··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·--·+--·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··--·--·----+ Goodyear Tires Marlatt Batteries 
PHONE 839 
For Prompt Battery and Tire Service 
Starting-Lighting-Ignition 
417 Ma.dison Street On Route 16 
DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST· 
Linder Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037 
+• ••• 
" " • • n n n • n 
1 Office . Phone 173 Res. Phone 972 
Phone 77 
I FRANCIS W. .CHITTICK, 0. D. Est. 1903 1 Lenses Ground While You Wait j 114 S. Main St. Pari~. Illinois •==-~~-•.-.. ·••-••_.,_.,_..._..._.,_.._,,_.,_., a •+ 
DR. CHARLES E. GREER 
721 Jackson Street 
IL II 
··-·-··-··---.-..--· 
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League's Farina! Will Open Post-Easter Season 
Thurman Teague's Castle Farms lTnit Is I Social News in Hues 
Secured to Play; Committee Is Selected\ ----------.-
w ave Tracy and Blossom Shields 
Ruth Clapp Is General Chairman; Sigma Delta Plans 
Dance to Be Held at Pember-
ton Hall. 'Wee Hours' Dance 
were in Lovington for the week-end. 
Donald Cavins was in Chicago Fri-
day. 
EI Faculty Members Will Strike Out for 
Far Flung Vacation Haunts This Friday 
--+ 
April F ool's Party 
Staged by Players 
Majority Plan 
Several to 
York City. 
Hometown Visits ; 
Sojourn in New 
The Women's League will open the 
social season following Easter vaca-
tion with its annual Spring Formal 
to be held in the parlors of Pember-
ton Hall on Friday evening, April 26. 
This is the one dance of the year to 
which all the women of the college 
may invite their escorts. 
Could you arise with the chicken s 
and attend a dance at 4 a. m.? If s-o, 
your desired opportunity will come when 
the News stages its second annual 
Sunrise Prom in the gym on Saturday 
morning, May 4. The hours chosen for 
the novelty affair are from 4 until 8 
Drusilla Smith spent the week-end 
in Tuscola. Meet in room 10 they did, but were The J ay B. MacGregors will visit in 
Nellie Phipps '36 from Watseka and told to go to Mr. Koch's room. There Mason City, Iowa, over Easter. 
Susie Phipps '34 spent the week-end ·t hey found a sign on the door reading Miss Ruth Major will visit her faro-
in Charleston. "Apr'il Fool-go to East Music Room." ily in Emporia, Kansas. 
Lucille Wiles week-ended in New- Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Metter are 
ton. They did that. Finally the Players going to visit Mr. Metter's parents in 
Thurman Teague and his twelve-
piece orchestra has been engaged to 
play the dance. Teague has just com-
pleted an engagement at Castle Farms 
in Cincinnatti, Ohio. 
Miss Ruth Clapp has been appointed 
by Florence Wood, president of the 
Women's League, to act as general 
chairman for the dance . She is ~s­
sisted by the following committee 
chairmen : Orchestra-Maxine Harrod; 
Program and Invitation-Louise Mc-
Nutt; and Decorations-Ruby Stall-
ings. In keeping with the spring mood 
of the dance, a yellow and pale green 
color scheme will be carried out in the 
programs and novel decorations. This 
is one of the two or three dances of 
the year which are permitted to be 
held in the parlors of Pemberton Hall. 
Chaperons for the dance are Mr. 
and Mrs. Guinagh, Mr. and Mrs. 
Coleman, and Mr. and Mrs . Sloan. A 
number of the faculty will be invited 
to call for a short time during the 
evening as guest chaperons. 
Sunrise Service Is 
Given by Pemberton 
Dean Beu, Dean Heller, and Mr. 
Sloan were among those attending the 
Informality will be the by-word of Educational meeting 'in Casey Friday 
this 'Unusual dance. 
a.m. 
Any appropriate f 
. . . . Mrs. Maude Chambers, head o 
costume for a sports dance will be ac- the Art Department, attended the 
ceptable, providing the apparel is con- Western Arts convention in Chicago, 
ventional. The orchestra will be a Thursday, Friday, and Saturday .. . . 
novelty (not a Six) and will be one Tony Haire, former EI student visited 
which has not played this campus re- friends here Tuesday . . . . com·ad 
cently, according to· News staff mem- Hogue, '26, was on the campus Tues-
bers . Accompanying sound effects are day. Mr. Hogue, '26, was the former 
to be furnished by roosters and alarm Anna Parr, and children were here 
clocks, through the courtesy of Roy for a short time, continuing to Newton 
Wilson and Harold Cottingham, ex- , to visit her parents. Mr. Hogue is 
perlenced soundmen for sunrise dances. Manuel Arts instructor at R'iverside 
Further details of the "milkman's spec-! .... Roberta Jones, of MacMurray 
ial" will be announced in a later is- College, J acksonville, Illinois, who has 
sue of the News. been visiting Virginia Codett Snyder, 
Phi Sigs Balk at 
'Hayrack' Plans 
returned home Thursday evening . . . . 
Mrs. W. T. Lewman, of Monroe, La., 
is visiting her dau,ghter and other rel-
atives in Charleston .. . . George 
Wyeth, former EI student, attending 
Because Logan Lanman feared U. of I. attended the J<lidelis formal 
that the team of horses he had se- Saturday evening .... Virginia Mc-
cured from a farmer were a bit spirit-
ed, the Phi Sigma Epsilon "hayrack 
ride" last Friday night resolved 
itself into a "truck ride." About 
twenty-five couples journeyed to the 
scout cabin east of Charleston fm 
the wiener roast. Mr. and Mrs. 
Kevin J. Guinagh were chaperons for 
the affair. John Powers and Rich-
ard Story, Phi Sig Alumni, were 
Dougal, '34 of Decatur, visited EI Mon-
day .... Beulah Haslitt, former stu-
dent, is again enrolled at EI. She re-
turns this . spring after two years ab-
sence. 
Girls Entertained 
At Slumber P arty 
guests. I Mary Croughan, Evelyn Walters, 
Glenna Simpson, and Maxine Kirby 
1 NIT 4 EMBARKS UPON 
WILDS AVENGER HUNT 
White fl·owers and lighted candles 
served as the background for an Easter 
sunrise program held at Pemberton Hall 
sunday morning at six o'clock. Evelyn 
Anderson played a number of piano 
selections and Margaret Brandon read 
an Easter poem, "When the Sun Shines 
Behind Calvary." Following a son,g by 
the group, Harriet Irwin read the "Have you any false teeth, or the 
Easter story from the Gospel of St. 1 signature of J . Paul Reed?" asked Unit 
Mark. Dean Nathile McKay gave a I 4 girls when they visited homes of 
short talk and led in prayer. faculty members and townspeople on 
Following the program, a buffet the Scavenger Hunt which was a fea!:t 
were hostesses at a slumber party on 
Friday night; hours from 11 p. m. to 
9 a.m. Formal diversions of the night 
and morning were bridge and bunco, I 
the prizes being won by Norma Cox 
and Helen Swanson, respectively. 
Those present besides the hostesses 
were Marcella Rice, Forrest Weber, 
Donna Smith, Helen Swanson, Jo 
Moulton, Lola Hawkins, Aline Lind-
ley, Evelyn Carruthers, Kathryn Mer-
ritt, Norma Cox and Florence Cotting-
ham. 
breakfast was served. ture of their party held Monday eve-
ning, Apri'l 1, at the home of Mary 
FIDELI FORMAL HELD 
AT MATTOON SATURDAY 
Fifty-five couples attended the Fi-
delis Formal, presented at Hotel U. S . 
Grant, Mattoon , on Saturday night. 
Dancing was from 8 :30 to 12. Music 
was provided by the Novelty Six from 
Effingham. 
Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. J. B. 
MacGregor, Mr. and Mrs. Hobart F. 
Heller, and Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Beu. 
The dance committee was composed of 
Jim Robertson, chairman; Gerald Mc-
Neal, Charles Austill, and Otho Quick. 
JACKSONS ENTERTAIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jackson enter-
tained at a six o'clock supper Tues-
day evening. The guests, Mrs. Jack-
son's student teachers, were John 
Ritchie, Osmond Brown, George 
Adams, and Ralph Haddock. 
Mr. and Mrs. Fiske Allen had Mr. 
and Mrs. Harold Cavins and Mr. and 
Mrs. Theodore Cavins as their dinner 
guests Wednesday evening. 
The girls of Shawn's unit enjoyed a 
theater party Wednesday evening. 
Twenty-five attended the showing of 
"Romance in Manhattan." 
Parts Service 
CHARLESTON MOT OR 
COMPANY 
Oldsmobile Sixes and Eights 
G. S. Gobert, Proprietor 
' 
Louise Little at 1517 Ninth Street. 
When the guests returned from the 
hunt, the remainder of the evening 
was spent in playing games. Refresh-
ments of sandwiches, salad, wafers, 
and fruit cocktail were served. 
GUESTS AT DINNER 
Ben Edman and Reno Bianchi were I 
dinner guests at the home of Fred- ~ 
erich Powell on Monday, April 1, in 
honor of the latter's birthday. 
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Thut entertain-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cavins and 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Cavins of M'i.l-
waukee Tuesday evening at dinner. 
$1.00 Cotys Powder-All shades, 75c j 
-Peoples Drug Store-Walgreen Sys-
tem-North side square. 
STUART'S 
DRUG STORE 
EAST SIDE SQUARE 
This week we are offering a new 
line of colored eye shades and 
goggles at bargain prices. 
Take care of that cold-we have 
the remedies. 
Automatic Pencils and P encil 
leads in all grades. 
WE DO PRINTING AND 
For Bigger and Better Hamburgers, 
Eat Them at the 
JIM TAM 
F OURTH ST. Near LINCOLN 
l Oc CHILI lOc 
5c HOT DOG.S 5c 
5c HAMBURGERS 5c 
Try Our Delicious Shrimp Salad 
CANDY, CIGARETTES, and POP 
NEW GROCERY AND 
MARKET 
Lawyer's Grocery 
1020 Lincoln St. Phone 14'78 
We always have a complete line 
of Fresh Fruit and Vegeta bles at 
arrived at their destination-an April ! Grantsburg, in southern Illinois. 
Fool's party in the East Music Room. Mi'ss Edith Ragan will spend part 
After the wild goose chase was end- of her vacation in Indiana. 
ed, various members of the club took Mr. and Mrs. Donald Rothschild are 
charge of games. Such undignified leaving Thursday for the North Cen-
things as swatting each other with I tral meeting of Secondary Schools in 
newspapers while bl'indfolded and the Chicago. They will leave there Sat-
playing of "Pussy wants a corner" urday for DeKalb and Rockford . 
were indulged in. Burlesquing the Miss Wilhelmina Jacobson will be 
faculty as they react to April Fool the guest of her sister in Mound City. 
jokes constituted a perhaps more dig- Glenn Seymour plans to go to 
nified sport. Potato and clothes-pin Springfield for a few days vacat'i.on. 
relays, as well as "Farmer in the Dell" Miss Leah Stevens will visit her 
and "Charades" were included among home in Centralia. 
the activities of the evenin,g. Miss Gilberta Coffman plans to be 
In spite of the fact that 'it was an in Cloverdale, Ind., during Easter. 
April Fool's party, those present were M: .. and Mrs. ~iram F. ~ut plan 
not disappointed when it came to re- to VISit Mrs. Thut s parents m Texas. 
freshments . They turned out to be Donal.d ~t~~ and family ,will be 'in 
real Eskimo pies, even the larg·e ones, St. ~ms VI~Itmg Mr. Alters parents. 
and cokes. Miss Jessie Hunter, Miss Bernice 
Former EI Student 
Marries Last Fall 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson, of Mattoon, 
announce the marriage of their daugh-
ter, Genevieve, to Jesse Mallory. of 
Mattoon, which took place November 
18, 1934. Miss Lawson was enrolled at 
EI during the 1933-34 school year. Mr. 
and Mrs. Mallory will res'ide at 2200 
Prairie avenue in Mattoon. 
No Black Magic 
Just clever t ricks in lighting, 
camera angles, and printing tech-
nique, go to prove that quality is 
never expensive. 
Arrange your sitting now for 
Easter portraits. 
Sanders Studio 
Bankson, Miss Elizabeth Michael, and 
(Continued on Par;e 10) 
APRIL SHOWERS!! 
Are you dreading these Spring 
rains that make your wave droop 
and your curls string? 
Be happy with the knowledge 
that even April showers can't ruin 
your new permanent wave! 
PERMANENTS 
$2.50 and up 
Modern Beauty Shop 
I 
PHONE 1501 
·-----J...__ __ _ 
CALL 404 
Have your Spring clothes Cleaned, D yed and Pressed now. 
Altering·, Relining and Repairing. I do the Best Grade of Cleaning 
in Central Illinois. 
~CHARLESTON CLEANERS & DYERS 
610 Sixth St. R. W. Westenbarger 
Give Her a Box of Candy 
for Easter 
Corner Confectionery 
P HONE 81 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. StOre 
WELCOMES YOU! 
You 'II be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we 
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-
factory. Everything for the girl. 
HOSIERY 
UNDERWEAR 
DRESS GOODS 
HATS 
COATS 
DRESSES 
SPORTS WEAR 
MUSIC 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all t imes. Expert operator. 
Reconditioned Car s 
Phone 211 
420 Monroe St. Charleston, Ill. 
DEVEWPING I Reasonable Prices 5I .__s_t_u_a_r_t'_s_D_r_u_g_S_t_o_r_e_ l .__i.t_HAR_~_~:_nL_:s_~s_}_~_~ ______ .._ .. _-___ ::' _____ A ___ ~L __ E __ x __ A ___ N ___ D __ E __ R ___ '_S __ 
"OVER 1,500,000 FORD V-S'.s NOW IN USE" 
McARTHUR MOTOR SALES 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 
. PHONE 666 
Page Four 
"Tell the tl'uth and don't be afraid" 
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stu-
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at 
Charleston 
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Readers Revue 
It's vacation again! That means one 
By Evelyn Hallowell 
thing, at least, f·or Browsers-time to 
read. But there are other things to T -By the Editor l Avowals and Denials is a new book 
do, too, so you want . good reading. +·-·-··-·-----·--·-·•-n-••-••-n-+ of essays by G. K . Chesterton (Dodd 
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the "Lark Ascending" by De La Roche Mead . and Company, $2.50) . 'l'hese 
Post Office at Charleston, illinois, Wlder the Act of ' March will send your spirits up. Margaret FULL LENGTH PORTRAIT- essays are reprints from The Illustrat-
3, 1879. Fedler's "Fire of Youth" will keep Easter nears. The occasion is concomitant to: seasonal ed London News. Charleston rem-
.....- them up. Then try "Faint Perfume" raiment on parade as only Collegio and Collegiana can inisces about the old times--drinking ~ Printed by the Courier Publishing Company by Zona Gale for a good romance. display it; fragrant flowers made is a help to talk; smoking soothes; but 
Alexander Summers •36 ........................... ............................. Editor Dreiser will lower your spirits but I more perfumed by the dotage of the "horns of hell" have driven off 
Roy Wilson '36 ............................................ ...... Assistant Editor you'll like it in his "American Trag- \the season's tradition; mid-season the old lyric charm. What poetry can 
edy." reign of the Rajah of indolence- be born of cocktails The text is that 
Leallyn Clapp '35-Phone 224 ........................ Business Manager h s . there ·s noth1· d th T ose of you who found Edna St. prmg Fever; free-hand etchings 1 ng new un er e sun. 
Harold Cottingham-Phone 1146 .................. Publicity Director Vincent Millay's poetry interesting will on earth by Queen Nature in h er Chesterton does have a good word for 
Evalyn Schooley ...................................................... Society Editor like her book of plays. It is simply most triumphant season-Spring, Walt Whitman and Meredith-they 
Margaret servey .......................................... High School Editor called "Three Plays." Turning from~and most significant of all, rever- were "jolly pagans." Nearly any one 
Franklyn L. Andrews .......................................................... Adviser the fanciful play to those more ad- ence in the Easter manner. Late can dip into the book anywhere and 
venturous suggests Lord Duncarry' reports have it that the rabbit is I develop some sort of mental indigna-
M b f ~ • t d (£; tl · t 01 M b f "Seven Modern Comedies." "Alison's ·on his way out as a symbol of tion. Leave it to Chesterton to act 
em er 
0 essocta ~ o• ~~~~\).tn ~ ~r~.ss em er 0 H " b s Gl n ·n t t th 1 · It th t as an intellectual stimulus. c. s. P. A. ~ 1934 NA!IONAL(~-::-.l!i;,..~~ 1935 =- I. c. P. A. ouse y usan aspe 1 us ra es e annua occasiOn. seems a ~-~~~=====~=~==·-" .. .. . j a different type of dramatic form. The cushiony Br'er Rabbit is tiring a The Voya.ge to Autoleon by Leonardi 
play is concerned with a romantic bit from the dual role of target Bacon (Harper and Brothers, $2.00) TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1935 
Radio scholarships are being offered by a ccrtJ.in mid-
western school now. That's the first we ever heard cf get-
ting the air and yet getting into college at the same time. 
Chapel Hour Receives Refreshing 
Treatment at Hands of Pemites 
family secret. for bullets in one season and tar- I is a fantastical epic. ·It is really made 
But you can't read plays and novels get for "praise of peace" at an- · up of three stories or parables. The 
all of the time. For variety, sandwich other period. At least, that is the Season Symbol Voyage to Autoleon is a satire, but a 
in some short stories from "Golden story relayed us in an exchange. beautif~l one. Autoleon, squire of 
Tales of Our America" by Becker, or Sometimes we think it is Wlfortunate that school is dis- Lionymus, like Odysseus, is returning 
from "Modern Short Stories" by missed at such a beautiful time as Easter. Upon no other from the siege of Troy. He comes 
Brown. day could our Glee club, Trio, Men's Chorus, Players and upon a wrecked ship and finds only a 
other groups with a flair for entertaining be employed to blind poet, who proves that it is the 
better or more appealing advantage. desire, the vision, the dream, which is 
Th S B man's only reality. This poem should Tradition "rolled in the dust" Thursday after- .. e Oap QX PICTORIALS- be read more than once. 
noon, picked itself up for a good shaking, and found What does the word 'college' mean to you? Studies, Doubleday, Doran and Company and 
itself revitalized. In other words, student partici- Students and faculty members football games, romances, dances, 8 o'clock classes, the English publishers, Hamish-Ham-
a.re Invited to cla.mber upon the chapel, routine, pleasure, or work? Perhaps a dash ilton, ·Ltd., are jointly sponsoring an 
pation in chapel programs made its bow last week. · soap box and give vent to their of all and perhaps other ingredients. Webster-Noah international contest for the best book 
When Pemberton IIall girls presented a varied pro- opinions on anything printed in is the identifying tag-in his excellent reference book having aviation as its theme. It must 
gram of song and speech, students must have sensed the News, problems around school, known as the "Unabridged Dictionary," defines col- be between 70,000 and 100,000 words 
a new era of chapel history. In spite of pardonable or national topics which ma.y have lege as: "A body of persons engaged in common pur- in length, but may be fiction, personal 
misconception as to student tastes, the Pemites pro- a bearing on colleges. Please limit suits, or having common interests, and sometimes by experience, biography, history, or any 
vided a reiresmng half hour which left listeners letters to 150 words. All communi- charter, special rights and privileges; a society of literary form. Manuscripts must be 
wondering, ·' Wny not before-and surely more in cations must bear the signature o·f scholars; or a building or buildings used by them." So submitted to Doubleday, Doran and 
the future. ' ' In truth, it is odd that such a program the writer. The News assumes no the next time you say, "Yes, I go to college," remem- Company on or before December 31· 
responsibility for opinions expressed ber that you have said: "I am a member of a body of 1935. The results will be announced has not been sponsored earlier. Granted that chapel on March 1, 1936, and the winning 
· · in this column. persons-." At least, Webster has so tabbed you. And has been t;eneticial and most always Interesting, h t pr1·ze w1·11 be publi.shed during the w en you hink of that, remember to live up to that 
there is still a question in mind as to the advisabil- definition by co-operating in both curricular and extra spring of 1936. The prize is $2,500. 
ity of not makmg the period an all-school affair . Just Mu'~t Have Their Joke curricular events. some new mystery stories just pub-
'l'hursday 7s chapel undoubtedly uncovered and ex- To the Soap-Box: lished include The Bannerma.n Case 
posed a deal of student talent most of us had no Babies will play. There is such a SNAPSHOTS- by Jeremy Lord, (Doubleday, Doran 
idea ex1sted. 'vvith the wide range of program num- thing as play and also there is play. and Company, $2.00); The Fires at 
Play Calls for fal·rness and sense of Clarence Carlson, a candidate for the EI golf team, per- Fitch's Folly by Kenneth Whl·pple bers, s;_udent inLe. rest expanded correspondingly. give and take-reciprocity if you please. sonally knows Wayne (Waltz) King, several members of (Thomas Y. Crowell, $2.00) ; The 
Too, the novelty of student participation on chapel In some instances, play is confused the Chicago Cubs baseball team, and other · Chicago Microbe Murders by Frederick G . . Eb-
programs is enough to put across the first several with mischief. In others it regTesses celebrities as the result of working at a golf course there h d (Th M 1 0 , . in the past. He says that Wayne King hits a ball as hard ar e acau ay ompany, $2.00); 
attempts. to the ·Obnoxious. The Wine Room M d b st 
as any golfer he has ever seen. King, he states, is built ur er Y anley 
It I·s understood that several other campus or·- One little incident after a recent Vestal (Little Brown and c like a Greek wrestler, has a marvelous pair of shoulders, ' ompany, gamzatwns are going to be responsible for the Thursday chapel period cannot be hail- a1:d wrists as thick as an axman's. He dotes on this golf- $2·00); and Three Who Died by August 
ed a misdemeanor, but it was uncalled w D 1 th (L · d M 1 
'l'hursday hour m the near future. 'l'hat is good for. The anonymous authors of the ing incident: Tuck Stainback, Cubs' outfielder, smashed · ere ormg an usse ' $2.00)'. 
n ews to students who like to· watch their brethren notices summoning several students to out a drive well over 300 yards; but King stepped up and Books just released are: Claudius 
t.. ite the performance It I·s good bruited the ball on the fly as far as Stainback's already the God by Robert Graves (Smith and per orm, no rna r · the reception r-oom to be met only by 
t t d t h · 1 't b t' fi d ··h mobile oval ... Ro erta Jones, visiting Virginia Snider Haas, $3.00); a Book-of-the-Month news o s u en s w o simp y can e sa IS e Wh their own suspense speaks for itself. f 1 -k A d · · b bl 1 t last week, contributes this week's 'Pegasus Ponders.' club selection; The Pumpkin Coach 
'acu ty tal s. n It IS pro a y we come news o If the notice was unsigned it shouldn't Roberta is a sophomore at MacMurray college and is a by Louis Paul (Doubleday, Doran and 
teachers who wotlid like to know the talent of our have been read. Such trickery is an staff member of that school's newspaper, "Greetings.'' 
1 
company, ~2.50), a Literary Guild se-
stu~ent body. l'embe~ton Hall launched the inno- ~· outrage and such wil~ ~ot be tolerated She may come to EI next year and has promised she will le?tion and a. first novel by.last year's 
vatwn w1th a worthwhile program. Two talks, well by the college authontles. be a front-rank candidate for staff duty on the News. j wmner of the 0. Henry Pnze Award; 
give!! if cynical, exposed student outlook on our I -T. C. Leaders, Drea.mers and Rebels by 
life at .b.I. It should be interesting to note the re- -- EXPOSURES I Rene Fulap-Miller (Viking Press, 
actions of speakers on future programs. Don't You Read MagazineS!? $5.00); The Emperor , Charles IV by 
Dear Soap-Box: Miss Blanche Thomas, Registrar, is one of our most I Bede Jarrett (Sheld and Ward, $3.00); 
reliable sources for unusual news. From her office and The Emerald B·uddha by El1·zabeth This letter is not so much in the vein last week came this whetter: Harold Emery, an alum- Morse (Dutton, $2.00) . 
of criticism as in the spirit of sugges- nus of the class of 1925, and former editor of the 
'£he recently appoi'nted educational commission tion. As a more or less constant guest Taps at Reveille is a collection of News, is now editing "The Llano Colonist" at New-
is at present winding its way through the maze of at Forum meetings I write to suggest llano, Louisiana. He is said to be living in a com- eighteen short stories of F. Scott 
accumtliated school debts, poor equipment, and in- that topics dealing with world affairs munistic colony there .... Edith Stoltz, former staff Fitzgerald (Charles Scribner's Sons, 
adequate buildings, in an effort to weed out some be discussed. Thus far {)nly subjects member and editor of the summer issue of the News $2·50). They are selected by him as 
f h di b l th of immediate concern to EI and all in 1931, writes to compliment us on the anniversary the cream of his shorter writings of 
o t e extraneous expen tures so as to· a ance e educational institutions have been issue. She states that she will be back at EI for the the iast decade. Here are "golden 
spending program fo·r education. This committee, touched upon. A great many students girls" and their sad dance partners 
E S L l f N h · summer session and another fling at News staff duty. headed by ugene . aw er o ort western uni- would like to know something about from Yale. The book's title has a 
ver ity, can do much to clarify the muddy educa the European situati·on, communism, OUR FAMILY ALBUM curious significance, as if Fitzgerald 
t ional ituation in Illinois. The state has been at f · t o ly throug·h occasional had taken inventory of his stock and 
f asCism, e c. n It is high tinte we proffered credit lines to new stars on sea during the past three years on this question o mention in classrooms are students en- the News staff. Grace Thompson and Wilbert Cummins, intended to start anew. 
education. In fact, the state has been very much abled to learn of these important his- members of the journalism class, have been contributing + _,._.,_.,_ .. _ .. ___ .. _.,_ .. _ .,_,'{' 
maro.oned, to the extent that Governor Horner sent torical events. I recommend discussion some of the pert humor and feature articles appearing I Th El h ,- Ch.ld 1 
an SOS to the commission of experts. ·o.f them either before the Forum or at of late. Miss Thompson is a member of the Writer's club; I e ep ant S 1 1 
the Thursday chapel hour. M c · · ·d t f th F H b th h · What problems do they face in attempts at res- r. ummms IS pres1 en o e orum. ence o ave +•-n- n-n-n-n-.. - .. _ .. _ .,_ .,_.,_+ 
'J I th fi t l th h b th helpful backgrounds for work on the staff. Ruby Stallings, How have you been doing? 
cue · n e rs P ace, ere as never een a or- Former El Student already mentioned some time ago, continues to be one of 
ough check-up on the educational opportup_ities of- • our most prompt and most diligent cohorts. She keeps Jane Cavins '55-Fui! (Comes from 
fered in this state. Nor has anybody estimated the [ Is Winner of Medal students well posted on library news, cares for Players' the Latin verb fui, fuere, futi.) 
extents to which they should reach. \Vorse, there --- write-ups, and adds a dash o~ Continental flavor with her 1' Janet Cook ,56-(while listening to has been little or no effort made to standardize edu- Helen Aikman, former student of reports on French club meetmgs. Daddy's watch) Tic! (probably refers 
cational provisions, either in regards to physical EI, was awarded the diamond medal . h d "t ") 
finorththeeshworrtitihnagndofc2o0n0teswtorsdpsonasomreind ubtye I +{?)" u-·-·-n-nun ··-d.. . ... -n-••-n-B•·-·-u .d·· n-•+ to the Eng lis wor ax. plants, teacher salaries, and to a lesser degree, Nancy Andrews '52-Twyin' to keep 
teacher requirements. Another problem given a Th' ater n er th Tl ge eve'gween on top. 
more or less handsome "what of it" attitude is that ::d~r~! s:~~ i~wa~~~~agoto on~ e Phyllis Phipps '52-This is a very 
of determining the best type of administration for twenty-eight other pers·ons in the +·--··-.. ~·-··-··-··-.. - .... - .. -••-••-••-••-··-·-··-·+ interesting question. 
particular school units. The commission will also United states. TEN YEARS AGO Mary MacGregor '46-I came into 
study the relations between the superintendent of Miss Aikman is employed in Chtcago Week of April 13-20 this world a going concern. 
Public instruction and the local administrative of- as a court reporter and attends the Val Coleman '
51
-Damn! 
• The baseball team met Indiana Normal on Schahr'er Natalie BUITis '49-I agree in the 
:ficials. Classification of schools, requirements for Gregg night school. When a senior in Field Friday. main with the statement above. 
financial record, reports, and audits, the tax burden Mattoon high school, Miss Aikman won . t d f t· h th Ann Eastman '50 - What's thet, EI students gamed an ex ra ay o vaca 10n w en e 
and the minimum of education which should be re- the state sho·rthand contest. city waterworks burned. Hezzy? Yes, I think so, New-ton. 
quired are oth.er points to receive attention. Robert Alter '52-They say I alter 
Even a comprehensive, intelligent survey will Wisdom and Words be in pitchers. l ONE YEAR AGO Georgia Seymour '49-I'm sorry I'm 
have a hard time fighting itself through to eventua "Through labor to ·rest, through com- Week of April 10-17 not a boy so I could be like stephen 
legi lation. Divers bills are before the Assembly, bat to victory."-Thomas a Kempis. The Science club held its annual Open House exhibit A. Douglas. 
advocating this and that plan for improving educa- "Do not act as if thou wert going to saturday from 7:30 to 10 p. m. David Scruggs '49-I eats my spin-
tiona! m thods. All sorts of tax bills are on the cal- live .ten thousand years. Death hangs Fiske Allen was optimistic on the subject of the 1934 nitch! 
endar-where they may stay. Bills patterned after over thee.-Marcus Aurelius. placements. Eleanor Jean Weckel '51 - I just 
Education Commission Takes Bow 
recommendations of the commission will be intro- Three winsome words you should Sample rings arrived this week. can't remember things. 
duced, and it is from this section that patrons of know: labile-lapsable, unstable; mun- The sophomore ciphering team won annual contest. Patty Andrews '49-(by papa's re-
education hope to get most significant and bene- dane-worldly, earthly; pasticcio - a Coach Angus's track team opened season against Car- quest) We advertise in the Teachers 
ficial results. jumble, a patchwork. bondale on April 14. College News! 
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EI GYMNASIUM BUILDING SPECIAL 
Surv~y of DimensionS Tabs Inadequacy of Gymnasium 
EI Department 
Handicapped by 
'Ancient Plant' 
Decrepit Old Ggm at EI Bewails Lost Prestige Improvements 
Recommended 
Statistics Show That Gym Can 
Not Accommodate Its Present 
''Load;'' lsn 't Good Ballroom. 
Statistics speak louder than stereo-
typed generalizations; figures shout 
where fillips fizzle. For that reason we 
call upon the high muckity-muck of 
logic-facts- to bear out EI's claim for 
a new gymnasium.· They speak more 
eloquently for themselves than ever we 
coud hope for in editorial supplication . 
These figures, of course, r efer not 
only to the relative space for gymnastic 
needs but also to the "load" these 
facilities must bear. The gymnasium is 
in use practically every day from 8 a. 
m. to 5 p.m. for gym classes and from 
5 p. m. to 9 p. m. for high school and 
varsity basketball practice, intramural 
sports, meetings of the two women's 
athletic associations, dances, parties, 
and schedued athletic contests. 
Not Even Good Ballroom 
Most social events of an all-school 
nature are now held in the gym, since a 
new ruling permits use of Pemberton 
Hall for that purpose only twice in the 
Spring quarter. Even viewed from the 
standpoint of a ballroom, the gym is 
deplorably unsuited. It does not lend 
itself to decoration, there is no elevat-
ed stand for the orchestra, lighting is 
improper for the best effect, ventila-
tion is direct and therefore dangerous 
to health, our "crackerbox" is not a 
pretty social setting, and th~ floor is 
worn and rought to the po111t that 
dancing is made less enjoyable. 
The physical aspects of the plant are 
as follows: 
The playing floor is 67x31 or 2077 
square feet of playing space. A regu-
lation floor is 94x50 or 4700 square fe~t 
of playing space; therefore, our floor is 
about 2-5 the regular size. 
The dressing rooms for the boys are 
about 28x14 and 28x16 or 840 square 
feet of space. This is used by 350 
men. 
The dressing room for the girls is 
64x25 or 1600 square feet. Four 
hundred and thirty girls use the dress-
ing room. 
Shortage of Showers 
The boys' shower and wash room is 
16x13 or 208 square feet. This room 
contains four showers, four wash 
stands, and four toilets. Three hun-
dred and fifty men must do the best 
they can with this meager equipment. 
The trainer's or rubbing room is 13x 
13 or 169 square feet of floor room. 
DEAR GENERAL ASSEMBLY: 
I am writing to tell you, personally, just 
what is wrong with me and why I should be 
"retired" after all these years of faithful ser-
vice. In the first place, I am tired of all the 
insults flung at me by my own people and out-
siders. I tell you, I've go·t some pride. Why, 
there was a time when I was the best little 
gym that ever graced this part of the country. 
Now I am just a "little" gym. Time was when 
tournaments used to be held under my aus-
pices. Tournaments are still held but I don 't 
have anything to do with them. And me !- a 
tea.chers college gymnasium boasting of var-
sity and high school teams. I remember when 
other schools looked with envy at me. I had 
everything-size, beauty, sparkle, youth .... 
But, like everyone, I grew old. Youth, 
sparkle, and beauty left me. And my size 
proved to be a delusion; I wasn't nearly big 
enoug·h to accommodate the use demanded of 
me. People began to laugh at me. They called 
me all sorts of wicked names. Out-of-town 
patrons quit coming· to see me. In a way, 
though, I didn't care because I was so small 
and it made me feel insignificant to entertain 
uppity-uppity teams from large schools. But 
when other teams did come here and lost, they 
blamed it onto me. As if I had anything to do 
with it. 1 Why, if I had my way, I 'd have given 
up l·ong ago. I tell you, I'm not well any more. 
Every time an oversize crowd comes to see me 
I creak and groan. It annoys me to entertain. 
But I 'm not surprised. I've been overworked 
all my life. Athletes put me to work all day 
and sometimes far into the night. And then 
there are always dances and parties. 
I've begun to notice a lot of new ailments 
this year. For instance, my roof leaks-and 
honest, I'm not trying to be funny. It's true. 
My foundation isn't what it should be, either. 
What I 'm trying to say is that I 'm tired and 
want to retire. I'm probably the first employee 
who ever admitted he ''wasn't big enough for 
the job." I frankly state that I'm not. I know 
you 're g·oing to say I 'm a slacker and all that, 
but I just wish you 'd trade places with me for 
a while. You 'd want to quit, too. 
So I hereby tender my res~gnation-so 
many times rejected-and beseech you to 
''turn me out on pasture. '' I've been a faith-
ful old servant and I ought to be rewarded. If 
y.ou don 't retire me I think I 'll kill myself-
just cave-in and call it quits. 
Imploringly yours, 
EASTERN STATE'S GYMNASIUM 
By W. S. Angus 
Member of Staff Says that If El 
Gets Gym, Care Should Be 
Taken in Its Construction. 
Winfield Scott Angus varsity coach, 
graphically sets off EI's present in-
adequate gymnastic pr·oVisions against 
reoommended needs. His conclusions-
as yours will be after reading his sum-
mary-are that athletics here function 
under scandalous conditions as a re-
sult of the notoriously archaic gym-
nasium. 
His presentation of the case and his 
reonmmendations are as follows: 
Reasons for a new gymnasium 
Gymnasium Floor: 
1. Inadequate lighting. 
2. Floor space inadequate (33%x73) 
for classes of 30 to 150 students. 
3. No facilities for boxing, wrestling, 
handball, badminton, and other forms 
of exercise. 
4. Lack of seating capacity for 
spectators. 
5 . Flooring in dangerous condition 
for basketball games. 
6. Lack of proper facilities to coach 
basketball squad. 
7. A good fire trap. 
Physical Ed for EI 
Women Is Hampered 
Recommends Changes Menckenian Barbs 
Directed at Gym 
Recommendations: 
In order to· carry on physical educa-
tion to conform to the state law it is 
By Dorothy Bonham 
"I'm hoping that the new gym-
nasium Will include a swimming 
pool," Miss Hupprich, physical edu-
cation instructor said when we ask-
ed her about the plans for a new 
gymnasium. "As far as I know," she 
continued, "a pool hasn't been con-
sidered in the plans." 
"How does our gymnasium oompare 
with other gymnasiums in which you 
have taught?" we asked. 
"There's simply no comparison," 
she said, emphatically, and added, 
"The gymnasium on the end of 
Pemberton Hall is so small and so 
many students both men and women 
use it that our classes are carried on 
under conditions that make the ade-
quate teaching of health impossible. 
I know of no other college in the 
state where the students must carry 
their costumes from one building to 
another because there are no lockers." 
"Does the inadequate gymnasium 
interfere with your WAA work?" 
"We have no time and place to 
hold the various club meetings with-
WINFIELD S. ANGUS 
necessary to have available space to 
Henry L. Mencken, the commentator carry on all the above activities at the 
with a "crick" in the neck when he same time. The lack of playing space 
cranes at America or anything Amer- for basketball seriously handicaps the 
ican, once wrote a "schimpflexicon"- playing of the team and the teaching 
or a "dictionary of abuse" critics had of fundamentals. 
directed at him. We herein present For the adequate conducting of phy-
the first edition of a "schimpflexicon" sical education it is necessary to have 
on Eastern State's gymnasium. at least fifty square feet of floor for 
Some of the epitaphs hurled at our each individual. This means 7500 
gym include: "cracker-box,:• "cigar- square feet of floor space. For a col-
box," "cloakr·oom," "telephone booth," lege basketball fl.oor there is now a 
"Fern Hall annex," "The-Standing- playing court of 58 feet in width and 
Room-Only-Place," "The Floor without 94 feet in length or 5,452 square feet. 
a boundary," "The Salmon can," "The The shape of the room should be 
rolly-coaster" (referring to the floor rectangular with the relation of width 
surface), "The Doll House." "Back to length approximately three to five. 
in the W AA as it is now. Each club Door of Pemberton Hall," "Defeat's The height from foor to under side 
meets in any room or corner that is Alibi," ':Relic of Once-Upon-a-Time," of beams or girders should be not less 
empty. Last winter it was impossible "Teddy Roosevelt's Monument," "EI's than 18 feet and not more than 22 feet. 
f b k tb 11 Eyesore," "Chamber of Horrors," The height from the floor to the to get the gymnasium or as e a under side of galleries should be not 
t . a ·t a · se almost every "Souvenir of the Past," "IT," "That prac ICe s I w s 111 u less than 10 feet and not mo~·e than 
evening. ·'J'ap dancing classes were ;'thhiantg," "EI's Laughingstock," and 12 feet. .. 
held in the East music room as were -- Director's Office: 
other of the classes this winter. Of 1 N 1 t d · th b t 'th · ld Th , th' . ow oca e 111 e asemen. 
course, WI a gymnasmm, we wou ere s no mg to this rumor that 2 P t 1 . ht' b h · 1 d . . . oor na ura Ig m g. be a le to offer more p ysiCa e u- EI's gymnasmm caved 111 the other 3 E d t .1 t f c'l't' e ·y un . . . xpose OI e a I 1 Ies v r -
catwn courses and to teach the ones I mght. The correct version is that the · ·t 
now offered more effectively." gym is ready to cave in. I s~.I a~~gle shower situated next to 
desk. 
Howard Millard Condemns Antiquated EI Ggm 5. Inadequate sto·re room to rear of office. 
Coach C. P . Lantz's office is 15x9 or 
120 square feet. This room contains 
the coach's desk, a shower, a wash 
stand, a toilet, and usually a stack or 
so of equipment for which there is no 
room in the store room. BY HOWARD V. MILLARD ] College at Charleston has been the 
The store room is 16x14 or 224 square Sports Editor Decatur Herald-Review. only one of five similar state institu-It was 18 years ago this last bas- tions in Illinois unable to secure what 
quires a certain physical education 
program in our state , teachers col-
leges and which demands of private 
institutions certain limitations as to 
6. Training room poorly located and 
inadequate. 
Recommendations : 
1. Director's office on same level 
with gymnasium floor so that floor 
can be seen from the office. 
feet, and contains all the football, base- d ld ketball season that the writer made Southern, Northern, Western an 0 
ball, basketball, track, and intramural his final visit to the present Eastern Normal have had f·o.r a number of 
equipment. In addition, important of- State Teachers College gym as a mem- years? Even the gym that was dis-
fice and seasonal records are stored in 
these quarters. ber of the Ill'inois Wesleyan team. 
As undesirable as the situation is, Since that time, or at least for the 
both men and women must use the 1
1
1ast 15 years, we hav·e mad~ .one or 
same gymnasium. This is an especial two trips eachl seaston tto olffitcoiatmeanEyl 
h · . t ,games, as we as o rave 
and1Cap to the w?men, s111ce they ou - other schools in a half dozen or so 
numb~r the ~en m school. There are states of the Middle w est for the 
430 girls which means that as many 
same purpose. 
must be put in each class as there is No matter where our travels have 
standing room. Obviously, under taken us, the fact stands out that no-
such conditions they cannot be taught where in this part of the country h ave 
all that is required under state law. For we seen gyms or basketball courts so 
the past two years it has been neces- inadequate, either from an athletic or 
sary to teach women's classes in class- physical education standpoint, as the 
:oom~ of the main building, since there one at Eastern state Teachers Coi-
lS ne1ther time nor room for the over-~1 lege. 
flow of students. Why Only Eastern? 
Inconvenience to Girls Since those days as Wesleyan, we 
The girls have no lockers and are have seen that school move out of the 
forced to carry their costumes to Y. M. c. A. and into a new gym; Au-
school and around with them all day. gustana, North Central and other 
There are 25 booths in the dressing schools, privately endowed, have mov-
room, each three by four feet, and ed 'into fine edifices or field houses. 
there are as many as 110 girls trying Institutions like Millikin, Bradley and 
to dress in these tiny compartments at Knox, located in cities with armories 
the same time. There are three show- have taken their cage game out of 
ers which are sometimes used by as gyms fine in their day but inadequate 
many as 65 girls attempting to bathe as we know present day standards. 
at once. Why is it that Eastern Teachers 
HOWARD V. MILLARD 
carded at State Normal was, when re-
placed, a better gym for all purposes 
than the one at Charleston. 
WhY is it that a state, which re-
fire hazards, winks an eye at the worst 2. Not less than two rooms and an-
gym in the state? other or general office and adjoining 
By what manner of reasoning does private office suitable f.or three per-
a state that r equires a certain amount sons. 
of work from its future teachers ex- 3. Examination room should be 10 
p.ect ~hose ~eachers to secure full be~e-\ feet or 15 feet square. Wash bowl with 
fit either 111 the matter of coachmg hot and cold water. Good light and 
or a physical education program, in a t'lation 
b 'ld'' h h b . t ven I . m mg sue as as een In use a 4. Director's office should include 
Eastern State Teachers for these only a private dressing room, adequate 
many years? 
showers, and toilet. 
Only One Answer. Locker Rooms: 
There can be only one answer and 1. Too small for number of students. 
that is that officials of Eastern Nor-
mal from the president of the institu- 2. Poorly constructed lockers and 
insufficient number. tion down through its faculty mem-
bers, alumni, former students and vot- 3. Poor ventilation and lighting. 
ers in the 50 or 75 mile radius of the 4. Lack of locker space for visiting 
school have been asleep at the switch. teams. 
our observation of such matters h as 5. Lack of adequate toilet facilities 
been that those who seek are reward- and poor light and ventilation. 
ed 90 per cent of the time, and that Recommendations: 
those who lie dormant and accept 1. Adequate locker room space for 
what 'is handed them will remain in 350 men students. 
that state for an indefinite period. 2. Sufficient number of lockers. 
During the past few years the writ- 3. Good lighting and ventilation. 
er has come in contact with President 4. Locker room for visiting team. 
Buzzard as well as Dr. MacGregor and 5. Locker room for faculty. 
several other of the new faculty men 6. Pr·oper and adequate toilet facil-
Continued on Next Pa e Continued on 
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·coaching Heads Enumerate Flaws in EI Gym QuarterS 
'Schools Refuse 
To Play Here,' 
-Coach Lantz 
I Shaded Is to White as EI Ggm Is to Normal's Plea for More 
Room Made by 
Dean of Little Nineteen Coaches 
Swats EI's Public Enemy No. 
1; Tags Poor Repute. 
By Stanley' Elam 
"Are you pretty good at burning 'em 
up?" asked Coach Charles P. Lantz. 
"We hope so," we answered fervent-
ly. 
"All right, spread it on thick," he ad-
vised. 
The coach was not talking about 
pitching baseball. Neither did he have 
reference to apple sauce. 
The dean of Little Nineteen coaches, 
the man who has turned out a hundred 
winning teams for EI, the man whose 
honored name keeps us in the Little 
Nineteen conference, had just finished 
a pained reiteration of the charges 
against EI's Public Enemy No. 1, the 
notorious crackerbox. 
He wanted assurance that we could 
treat the infamy ·O·f conditions here 
with justice. Readers, all we ' have to 
do is set down his own words: 
Q. Is it true that many colleges will 
not play here because we lack a regu-
lation playing floor? 
A. Yes. That's well-known scandal. 
And athletically it gives us a terrific 
black eye. Millikin hasn't played here 
for years. At a Chicag·o meeting of 
Little Nineteen coaches last year I had 
much trouble in convincing them we 
still have a gym down here. Of course 
they were not far wrong, at that. 
Home Games Are 'Appreciations' 
(We learn through a reliable source 
that it is only respect for Mr. Lantz 
'and recognition of hls great services to 
the conference that gives us Little 
Nineteen basketball competition at all.) 
Q. Do you blame these colleges? 
A. Lord no! If any other college 
had a gym as poor as ours, I wouldn't 
want to play their team either. 
Q . Will you picture for us what a 
team coming here has to put up with.? 
Men's Gym 
• 
The shaded area in the diagram ures 67 by 31 feet while the men's gym 
above represents the EI gymnasium in alone of the other three schools meas-
approximate relation to the dimen- ures 120 by 90 feet. The combined 
sions of those at Carbondale, Normal, dimensions of the women's gymnasium 
and Macomb. Our gymnasium meas- and that of the men's at the afore-
Pricco Says Thumb, 
Gym "Most Famous" 
By Charles Austin 
"My 'hitch-hiking' thumb and the 
'crackerbox' gym are the two things 
that have br·ought the most publicity 
to EI," says Ernie Pricco. 
E. Pricco 
Ernie, star tackle 
on Panther grid 
teams and present 
member of t h e 
coaching staff, was 
graduated in 1934. 
He was appointed 
coach of TC high 
school and has been 
their mentor in foot-
ball and basketball. 
Berates Present Gym 
C. P. LANTZ 
This spring he help-
ed coach the spring football team, 
and at present is assisting Coach 
Lantz in tutoring the baseball team. I ----------------
Pricco's teams have been handicap-
ped greatly by the lack of gym space. 
In football it ' does not make much dif-
ference for the high school boys can 
take one corner of Linoo·ln Field and 
have plenty of room. In basketball, 
however, it is a different story. He was 
Millard Condemns 
Gymnasium at EI 
Continued from Preceding Page 
A. In the first place, most of them 
have trouble finding the gym. After 
they do, we lead them to the place 
where they dress. There is no dressing 
room. By the time they are ready to 
go on the dead, one-fourth regulation 
size floor they are pretty well disgust-
ed. Then they see it and try to dribble allowed to use the floor from 5 p. m. 
a ball on it. They go under the basket to 7 p .. m. !~is hour interfered 
to shoot and crash into the wooden 1 gr~atly '::1th trammg of the boys, says 
radiator guards. They wonder where Pncco. If they ~te supper_ before th~y 
the out-of-bounds line is and don't came they weren t any good, and 1f 
find out tiU the referee guesses. They they hadn't had supper they weren't 
gaze with more wonder at the sag in any good either." 
at Eastern Teachers. It is our opin-
ion that they and their friends are 
determined to make a fight for a new I 
gym for the present and future stud-
ents of an inst'itution that, in spite 
of a great handicap, has been carry-
ing on to the best of its ability. They 
are not making any demand out of 
reason for they are asking only for 
something that should have been pro-
vided at least 15 years ago-that is, if 
the writer has any conception of the 
purpose of our state teachers colleg~s 
in the matte;r of training teachers to 
go out 'into the various communities 
of the state to develop our youngsters, 
physically as well as mentally. 
the west end of the floa.r. If it is Ernie also handled the physical edu-
raining they watch streams of water cation classes for the high school and 
descend from holes in the roof. , for this work he was never permitted 
Cannot Accomodate Crowds 
The crowd overflows onto the floor 
and yet no more than half of the paid 
tickets can be used. All college and 
high school students get them and 
there is room for only five hundred 
spectators. 
to use the gym. 
This gym fl.oor hinders the develop-
ment of teams out of the type of ma-
terial present at TC, believes Pricco. 
The smaller boys do not have a _chance 
to develop team work efficiently on 
such a small floor. 
Lastly says Pricco, "Give us a new I Who . says 
gym and EI will develop athletic teams the natwn? 
that will be able to hold her place hea.rd ·O·f! 
among the best in the conference." 
EI has the worst gym in 
It's only the worst we ever 
Women's Gym 
Women's Head 
Miss Florence McAfee Describes 
Remedies for Present Condi. 
tions of '' Physical Torture.' ' 
By Dorothy Bonham 
Miss Florence G. McAfee, director 
of physical education for women, 
drew a long breath and started talk-
ing when we asked her what kind of 
a gymnasium we needed here at EI. 
"First of all we need a large exer-
cise floor with a gallery around it 
so that spectators wearing street 
shoes won't track mud and dirt over 
the floor," she began. 
mentioned teachers colleges are 180 by 
90 feet. A regulation playing floor is 
94 by 50 feet, which means that EI's 
gym is only a little more than 2-5 
prescribed size. 
"Then we need a smaller room as a 
dance studio. This room should be 
equipped with backgrounds, drapes and 
pianos. It is practically impossible to 
teach folk dancing and to try to get the 
mood of the dance, in a large room fill -
ed with bleachers, basketball nets, ex-
ercise bars, and horses." 
"We need another room f.or the big 
equipment so that it won't be scattered 
all over the exercise floor," she con-
tinued. "A few class rooms should be 
included in this list so that the girls 
Angus Enumerates 
Gymnasium Faults 
Continued from Preceding Page 
ities with good light and ventilation. 
7. Adequate drinking facilities. 
Showers: 
1. Not a sufficient number of show-
ers for peak load. 
2. Toilet and showers are together. 
3. Poor ventilation, lighting and 
heat. 
, taking tests won't have to sit on the 
floor and write on the back of the 
hockey sticks or the back of the girl 
sitting in front of her." 
Need Additional Showers 
"Instead of the three showers we 
have now, we need about f :rty with a 
central control. There should be a 
dressing room equipped with lockers 
and separate from the shower room. 
As it is the water from the showers 
4. Poor type of 
shower system. 
construction of runs down into the dressing booths 
5. Lack of proper drainage. 
6. Unsanitary. 
Recommendations: 
1. A suffi'cient number of sho.wers to 
making more mess than ever." 
We were interrupted as a class of 
forty girls came dashing into the office 
to check out the towels and stand in 
line, waiting to take a stshower. The 
girls dressed two and three in a a booth 
from and then clustered arounct the one 
take care of peak load. 
2. Toilets in separate rooms 
showers. mirror in the office. 
3. Good lighting, 
heat. 
ventilation, and "That's another thing," Miss Mc-
Afee continued, "we have only one 
minor and it's in this office. We have 4. Proper drainage. 
5. Proper construction 
units. 
of shower no· place to check out the towels. Only 
6. Better sanitation. 
Other considerations to be realized are: 
1. Adequate sto·re room. 
2. Drying room for equipment. 
3. Class rooms. 
4. Running tracks. 
5. Auxiliary exercise and game 
rooms. 
1. Special exercise rooms. 
2. Wrestling, boxing rooms. 
3. Handball courts. 
6. Club and library room. 
7. Women's department. 
8. Faculty room. 
There should also be considered in 
the erection of the new gymnasium 
a cons~ltaU.on of authorities on build-
ing gymnasiums and the utilization 
of the knowledge of the directors in 
charge of the plant in order to avoid 
costly mistakes in construction. 
Fifty million fans can't be wrong! 
the honesty of the girls keeps us from 
losing more than we do. The lighting 
in the dressing room is very inade-
quate. 
"We need a small room for individual 
gymnastics and corrective work," Miss 
McAfee began again after the class had 
at last fil ed out of the room. "In this 
corrective room, the first aid equip-
ment c.ould be kept. 
Lack Storage Space, Rooms 
At the end of the game the visiting 
team is provided with three showers 
(which have accomodated five hundred 
girls during the day) and go home with 
no uncertain opinion of Eastern Illi-
nois State Teachers college. 
The last part of the story is of there is no place for boxing, wrestling 
course its worst feature. These play- or handball, c.ourses which by all 
ers and the hundreds of fans who c.ome means should be included in our phy-
to see them play see the worst aspect sical education course. 
Fred Young, Sports Authority, Says 
Mere Shell of Gymnasium Should Go 
"Mo.st important of all, we need lots 
of closet and storage space. We have 
one closet n ow in which to keep all our 
equipment. In the winter when we get 
one basketball out of the closet, we 
have to shut the door in a hurry to 
keep the rest of the equipment from 
falling out," and Miss McAfee demon-
strated just how this must be done. 
"The equipment that can't be jammed 
into the closet is scattered a!l over the 
chairs, couches, and available empty 
places in the inner office. We have 
no place to check out equipment and 
again must depend upon the honesty of 
the students to keep the equipment in 
its proper place. There should be a 
place for shuffle boards, indoor archery 
courts and handball courts." 
of the college and from it alone form Q. How about facilities for taking 
their opinion of us. There is no doubt care of these classes? 
that it drives away many athletes who A. Ninety-nine per cent below par. 
would otherwise come here. . We have four showers for five hund-
Q. How about other coaches? Where red boys-locker space and dressing 
do you meet them? faciiities for fifty of them. 
A. Right here · in my cubbyhole, if Q. Is there any ,other aspect of the 
it's not too crowded with players, visit- PE situation you think is bad? 
o·rs, and managers. My office is pos- A. Of course these conditions bring 
sibly all of ten feet square. It con- about nasty situations. I believe that 
tains desk, shower, fi"les, toilet, and if we had decent lockers and sanitary 
dressing room, all within four walls. · conditio·ns much of the petty thievery 
Very handy, you see. Of course private would disappear; also the ringworm 
talks with coaches are somewhat infections which are prevalent in Phy-
handicapped by the passage in and out sical education classes. 
of dirty towels, basketball suits, train- Congestion in Mr. Lantz's office be-
ers, etc., fr·om the equipment room just came at this moment unbearable, and 
back of the office. Equipment for all ye reporter beat it. Looking back over 
sports is stored in a 15x15 room and the interview we see that Mr. Lantz is 
must pass through the offi'ce on its n:> longer fiery about the situation. 
way out. . More than anything else he shows 
Physical Ed Problems hopeless disgust. 
Q. Can you offer the Physical edu- But for some reason we guess that 
cation oourses required bY the state? his secret dream is to produce, in the 
A. No. Freshmen and sophomores years of his work to come here, a great 
should be given separate and different basketball team with the help of splen-· 
instruction. We cannot do that. Also did .equipment. 
For many years, the gymnasium at 
the Eastern Teachers college has been 
inadequate and a gymnasium should 
be the first appropriation made by 
the present legislature. It is unfair to 
Fred Young 
the students and 
fa~ulty of Char-
lest·on to ask any-
one to use such a 
building as you are 
now forced to use, 
and it is unfair to 
any guest who may 
be included on the 
Charleston schedue 
in basketball. 
As unfair as it 
is to students and 
athletes from visit-
ing colleges, it is an 
even greater sin to play a basket-
ball game in a building ·of this type 
with so little fire protection and I 
have often feared what might hap-
pen, should a conflagration break 
out during the time a basketball game 
"Of course," she said, "the gymnas-
was in progress in this old relic. ium for men and women should be 
Hundreds of small high schools have separate. We need some new equip-
better gymnasiums, and if there is a ment and in particular, mats. The 
single dollar alloted to our Teachers horse hair sprouts from the mats every 
colleges, Charleston should receive time they're used." 
first consideration, particularly Entrance Is Handicap 
since all of the other Teachers col- As we left we were warned to use 
leges have splendid new modern J the back door and thus avoid' track-
ing dirt through Pemberton Hall. 
"That's another reason we need a new gymnasiums. 
I cannot understand why our law- gymnasium," Miss McAfee added. "The 
makers have been so dilatory and it gymnasium ·attached to the Hall an-
is a distinct reflecti·on on the men in noys the occupants of the Hall and 
Springfield that this condition has causes the other girls to resent having 
not been remedied before. to detour around the Hall and enter 
Mr. Lantz and his helpers have 1 the back do:Jr. In entering through 
been sorely handicapped by this mere I the back door, the girls must pass the 
shell of a gymnasium and aside from trial by rocks, that is, either walk on 
this the institution is utterly unable the sharp stone walks that puncture 
to take care of the health of its stu- the feet or walk in the mud." Just 
dents with such a building. another reason, we learned, why phy-
I am sure the entire state feels as steal education is called physical tor-
I, and that there will be no further ture. 
delay no·w that it is close to a vote. 
Yours very sincerely, Fifty million fans can't be wrong! 
Fred Young, Sports Editor. 
THE PANTAGRAPH. Fifty Million fans can't be wronged! 
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Debate Teams Win Half of Conflicts; 
Negative Representatives Cop Honors 
Pegasus Ponders 
(Contributed by Alberta Jones, Mac-
Murray college student. Next issue a 
poem entitled "Youth Reborn" by our 
prize-winning poet, L. Beatrice Wid-
ger, will be featured.-The Editors.) 
First Season o.f Intercollegiate 
Debating Is Success; Coach 
Ross Is Pleased. 
Although practice meets are still on 
the schedule, the regular season for 
EI's debating teams has drawn to a 
close. Forty-seven debates were held, 
counting both decision and non de-
cision debates up until the debate with 
the University of Illinois. 
The f.orty-seven debates consisted of 
twenty-eight debates at the tournament 
at State Normal university, of which 
nineteen were won; twelve conference 
debates of which six were won; one de-
cision meet not counting for EI; and 
six no-decision engagements. 
This makes a total of twenty-five de-
bates in the win column out of forty-
one of the decision variety. Following 
is a record the season's results in con-
ference engagements: 
Men's affirmative vs. State Normal-
lost, Men's affirmative vs. Greenville 
ooUege-lost, women's affirmative 
team vs. State Normal-won, women's 
affirmative vs. Greenviile-won, men's 
negative vs. Olivet college-won, wo-
men's affirmative vs. Olivet college-
won, women's affirmative vs. Olivet 
college-lost, men's negative vs. North 
Central-won, women's negative vs. 
North Central-lost, men's affirmative 
vs. Eureka-lost, women's negative vs. 
DeKalb-lost. 
In the final ranking of the schools 
entered in intercollegi:ate competition 
EI's men's and women's teams finished 
at the .500 level. 
The results are as foUo·ws: for the 
men's teams: 
School W L Pet. 
Augustana ...... ........ ............ 6 0 1,000 
Greenville ............................ 5 1 .833 
DePaul .............................. ..4 1 .800 
Monmouth .................... .. ..4 1 .800 
State Normal .................... 3 1 .750 
Lake Forest ........................ 2 1 .666 
St. Viator .......................... 3 2 .600 
Charleston ........................ 3 ~ .500 
Macomb ... .......... ............... 2 2 ~Jtll 
Wheaton ............................ 2 2 .500 
Ill. Wesleyan .... .. ............ 3 3 .500 
DeKalb .. ....... .... .. ..... .... ... .. ... 2 3 .400 
Eureka ................................ 2 3 .400 
North Central ................ 1 5 .166 
olivet ........ ........................ 1 5 .166 
Shurtleff ........ .......... .. ........ 1 5 .166 
Bradley ................. ............. 0 5 .000 
(Results in men's debate tallied up to 
April 1.) 
Final standings in the women's di-
vision are: 
School W L Pet. 
DeKalb .. ............................ 5 1 .833 
Augustana ...................... ..4 2 .666 
Olivet ................................. .4 2 .666 
Wheaton ............................ ..4 2 .666 
Charleston ............... ......... 3 3 .500 
Rosary .. ................................ 3 3 .500 
North Central ......... ....... 3 3 .500 
state Normal .. ........ ....... ... 2 4 .333 
DePaul .............................. 2 4 .333 
Greenville ............................ 2 4 .333 
Monmouth ....... ........ ........ . 1 5 .166 
J. Glenn Ross, faculty debate coach, 
says of the results, "I told our debat-
ers at the beginning of the season that 
if they won half their debates this 
year, I would be satisfied. They know 
I'm satisfied." · 
-Art-i-facts-· 
The articles made in pottery class 
have been through their first firing 
and are now technically known as 
"biscuits." (Not the kind mother used 
to make.) They were fired in the kiln 
in the Practical Arts building. 
We're now hoping that surviving 
pottery will pass safely through the 
second firing, when it will be glazed. 
The artists with lost looks whom 
you saw floating around in the library 
last week were there because the art 
department was closed during the lat-
ter part of the week. Miss Chambers 
had gone to a convention of the West-
ern Arts association in Chicago. 
Patronize the News advertisers. 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEt\TING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work. 
Ex-Socialist Upton Sinclair explains 
in a new book, "I, Candidate for Gov-
ernor, and How I Got Licked," why 
RAIN 
Rain-like a million 
Slim ropes 
Of silver 
Snakily sliding 
Through thick horizon 
Adroitly gl'iding 
Into oneness with 
A puddle. 
DOGWOOD 
he became a Democrat in the Cali- Under a blossoming Do,gwood 
fornia gubernatorial race last year. 
Says he: "Fifty per cent of the people 
are going to vote a certain ticket be-
cause their grandfathers voted that 
ticket. In order to get anywhere, it 
is necessary to have a party which 
has grandfathers." Chapel-goers in 
the fall of 1932 will recall an address 
given by Glenn H. Seymour in which 
he analyzed the whimsical vagaries of 
the American voters. Mr. Seymour 
summed up his findings as follows: 
"A far too large proportion of our 
people do not vote. Of those who do 
the determining majority certainly are 
motivated in one or more of three 
ways. They vote as their family has 
been accustomed to voting, they vote 
for the side they think will win, or 
they vote a decided prejudice against 
something real or imaginary, impor-
tant or trivial, which is brought to 
their attention by persistent advertis-
ing." 
Invectively Speaking-
The invective-spouting triumvirate, 
Long-Coughlin-Johnson, has taken on 
a new member. He is Henry Little 
Mencken. In a recent Baltimore Sun 
article the ex-American Mercury ed-
itor labels Gen. Johnson the "stooge 
of Bernard Baruch" and a "perambu-
lating cadaver." Other bits of Menck-
enese in the article: "sepulchral 
croaking," "political jackasses," "an-
thropoids in the bulrushes" "black-
guards fit only for association with 
horned cattle," and the "dead and 
wounded of the Brain Trust." Edi-
torialized the Philadelphia Record 
upon observing this new quadrum-
vir ate: "On whose side is H. L. M.? 
On his own side, of course. When it 
comes to tossing invectives and bandy-
We stood 
Looking upward at the blooms 
Looming 
Frail white in the night 
Like a million tiny moth wings 
Pausing 
In their flight, 
With just moon to see them by 
Bas-rel'ief 
Of sky. 
Nestled in one milky cluster 
Was a star. 
I wanted it-lust for beauty 
Triumphed 
So you brake it for me 
Shattering 
The brittle tinig· 
Outer bark peeling· down 
In ribbons-tattered 
But the star had flitted silverly 
Off to sky again 
And the soft mothy petals nodded 
One by one 
Browning round the notches-
Being human, 
I could not be content 
To fill my heart alone 
With beauty 
off 
But must greedily be cramming full 
My pockets-
That night 
I learned that beauty tarnishes 
In pockets! 
. 
Patman veterans' bonus bill which has 
1 been passed by the House of Re~re- 1 
sentatives. . . . Milwaukee Sentmel 
quip: "If the Average Man and the 
Forgotten Man were to walk down the 
street together it would be impossible 
to tell them apart." 
ing billingsgate, he's the daddy of ~---------------~ 
them all." 
Politicana-
J. Paul Reed belittled the "common 
man" plea of one of the University of 
Illinois debaters last Thursday night. 
Replied the U. of I. debater: "Mr. 
Reed, I take it, is one of these 'pluted 
bloatocrats' ." . . . The Washington 
Merry-Go-Rounders report that Sec-
retary of Labor Perkins is on her way 
out. She is to be replaced within 90 
days by Frank Murphy, Governor-
General of the Philippine Islands. . . . 
Huey Long is at work on a new book 
which will outline exactly what he 
will do "when" he becomes President 
of the United States. He favors call-
ing the volume "My First Year in the 
White House." A sale of 10,000,000 
copies of the work, he believes, is a 
reasonable estimate. . . American 
newspapers stand 8 to 1 against the 
Those Who Seek 
Unusual Value in 
DRY CLEANING 
Are invited to enjoy 
Charleston's Most 
Beautiful, Odorless, 
Non-shrinking, Disin-
fectant Dry Cleaning. 
MONTGOMERY 
CLEANERS 
PHONE 68 608 SIXTH ST. 
We Operate Our Own Plant 
at 608 Sixth St. 
Make Her Enjoy Easter with .a Box 
of Stover's Candy 
HILL'S DRUG STORE 
$2.50 
to 
$5.00 
Satisfaction Guaranteed at Hill's Drug Store 
Now everybody wears sports shoes 
in summer- and everybody likes 
the smart styles we are showing. 
Page Seven 
French Group Presents 'La Dame de 
Bronze' at Meeting Thursday Night 
+·-··-··-··-··-··-]·-··-·--··-··--·-·+ i ! I Jnefit 11fitense f I Sigma Tau Delta i 
+·----··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-~~·-·+ 
Speaking of anthologies, the 1934 
anthology of Columbia university stu-
dents' poetry is now out. Tb.ey beat 
us to it, but we expect to have our 
anthology out about the end of May. 
I A judging committee has been selected 
to decide on the merits of the manu-
scripts before they are printed. 
All the new members of the Writer's 
I 
club are either English majors or 
minors. This is required for admis-
1 sion to Sigma Tau Delta, but not for 
the Writer's club. 
Although most of the News contest 
entries were poetry, most of the Writ-
er's club tryouts were prose. 
Library Bulletins 
Le,gislature News 
The library receives bulletins as is-
Cast Adds Splash of Non-script 
Action-But It Goes Unheed-
ed; Helen Purl Is Coach. 
Stage directions of the script in "La 
Dame de Bronze" didn't call for a bit 
of action that members of Le Cercle 
Francais witnessed in the play's per-
formance at a meeting of the club on 
Thursday evening. When one of the 
cast accidentally spilled nuts all over 
the stage, Madame Bourcier entered 
with a broom and swept them up. Few 
realized that that particular action 
was not in the script. 
However, the success of the play did 
not depend upon extra-action; inter- · 
pretation of characters and enough 
action to get the play across were 
chief ingredients. 
Helen Purl coached the play which 
had for its cast the following: M. 
Sourcier - Gerald Lively; Madame 
Sourcier-Ruby Stallings; M. Passan-
deau- Thomas Chamberlin; Alique-
J ames Hobbs ; and Le Prince-Walton 
Morris. 
sued by the Illinois state Teachers What would Easter mean without 
Association on school legislat'ion. These flowers? Send flowers to your friends. 
are posted as they come on a placard Phone 39. Lee's Flower Shop. 
outside the library door. 
In addition to the digest of bills I 
which is posted, a bulletin, "Legisla-
tive Synopsis and D~gest" may be con- I 
suited by calling for it at the loan 
desk 1n the reference room. 
Patronize the News advertisers. 
Men's 
New 
Spring 
Ties 
39c 
EYES TESTED 
Glasses Fitted by 
RICKETTS 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE 
Men' 
Fancy 
Dress Hose 
pair 
15c 
Men's 
100% All Wool 
YOUNG MEN'S NOVELTY 
SWEATERS 
The Newe t for 
Spring! 
Slightly Brushed 
Wool Pullovers or 
with Half Talon 
Slide Fasteners. . . 
Colors come in · Ox-
ford, powder blue, 
cocoa and navy. 
TROUSERS 
si•• 
And SZ.98 
New Spring Worsteds 
In novelty Spring effects. 
Solid colors and two 
tones. Si~s 28 to 36. 
for SOCIAL FUNCTIONS PRIVATE PARTIES 
DANCING 
The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
HOTEL U. S. GRANT 
Mattoon 
Telephone 2700 
Dlinois 
KEITH'S BAKERY 
BAKERS OF 
A Full and Complete Line of 
FANCY PASTRIES 
SPECIAL ORDERS SOLICITED RYAN SHOE STORE PHONE~~2~9~5~ ___ lLI~------------~E=As~T~s=m~E--SQ~u_A_R_E ______________ 11~1 _____ K __ e_it_h_'_s _B_r_e_a_d~~-A __ sk __ F_o_r __ It __ B_y __ N_a_m __ e ____ ,~ 
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Panth.er Trackmen .Lose to DeKalb T earn, 88¥3 to 4 7% 
Rein, Trakas and Nori Pace Winners; +ANJHE R"GRAM -+ Lantzmen Open Baseball Season Here 
Freshmen Prove Best for Angusmen P - n.srRLANTZELOT- S This Afternoon Against Indiana State 
Holmes, Younger, Upton and THREE CHANGES IN 
Neal Win Firsts; DeKalb BASKETBALL RULES 
Slams Century. MADE AT MEETING 
._..._..._,,._,,_ ,,_ ,, _ _.,_,,_.._.,___.+ 
Twenty tennis candidates reported 
for practice at DeKalb this spring. If 
there is strength in numbers, then EI 
FIVE TEAMS ENTER 
SOFTBALL LEAGUE; 
PLAY TO COMMENCE 
might as well give up. . . . LOUIS 
Panther thin-clads ushered in their At a meeting of coaches in Chicago LASSITER was recently voted the The intramural softball league, or-
1935 season with an 88 1-3 to 47 2-3 April 3, 4, three basketball rule changes most valuable Little 19 eager. JIM ganized at the start of the Spring 
loss at the hands of DeKalb's North- to speed the game were made. WINN, his team mate, ran second ... . quarter, will enter round-robin play 
ern tracksters here Saturday after- 1. Clarification of the blocking rule PIM GOFF was most valuable man this week. Five te~ms have been form-
noon. The Northmen must have found to encourage uniform officiating. in 1934 .. . . CHARLES SWEET, who I ed to date namel Phi 8 . s Bull ~e day to their liking; a blast of 2. A new rule prohibiting an of- was number one man on Normal's ten- ' y, 1,g ' 
wmter-hangover weather was on hand I . . . . nis team last season, is assistant coach Dog~, Fidel'is, Industrial Arts, and 
' t t EI' b t' t , f' fensive player from remammg m the 
o gree s ap Ism o seasons Ire. free throw lane between the free this year for the RED BIRDS. BANDY Lions. Allen Pattison, league man-
Led by Hein, last year's conference throw line and the goal line more than and the ADAMS brothers are the vet- ager, is working on the formation of a 
champ in the 440 yard dash, DeKalb three seconds, except in pursuit of a erans which NORMAL expects to pro- sixth team. If this is accomplished, 
scored eleven firsts out of the fifteen loose ball. duce a winning team .... ST. VIA- one game will be played every day un-
events. Hein easily won the quarter 3_ Creation of a restraining circle, TOR will have both a golf and tennis / til each team has met the other twice, 
and half-m'i.le runs, took second in the eLght feet 'in radius, around the cen- team this spring .... The big blue of thus making a thirty-game league. 
shot put and ran anchor position on ter circle, which no player except the Millikin University opens its baseball An 1 b . t t d . ft th 1 t T k d N · D . y group or c u m eres e m so -e re ay earn. ra as an on, e- centers may enter until the ball is season next Saturday agamst North- b 11 . d t t t d k K lb d h t 1 b · d . . . . a IS urge o en er a earn an rna e a as s ars, were c ose ehm m tapped. western Umversity. This somewhat th 'i. t 1 t 1 the matter of point scoring. Trakas ambitious undertaking is not consid- e nMramura Pvetnt. ure a rea success, Sponsors of the new pivot play said says anager a Ison 
won the century, placed second in the ered too m·uch if Coach JOHNSON · it would eliminate crowding and joe- I 
220, and third in the discus and broad keying for position under the goals. puts out a team of the calibre of last 
jump events. Nori won the broad year's. . . At NORMAL as at EI bas- Tennis Match with 
jump and the 220 sprint, and placed ketball is the most popular intra- D K lb p d 
second in the 100 yard event. Tiny Triangular Meet Is mural sport. 300 were listed on intra- e a ostpone 
Cowan won firsts in the shot put and mural teams at NORMAL while over 
discus. Slated . for April 27 150 participated at EI. ... A game The scheduled tennis match with 
For EI Upton, Don Neal, Younger between the RED BIRDS and PAN- DeKalb Saturday was postponed be-
and Bob Holmes scored h'igh est. Up- A triangular meet involving EI. M'i.l- THER league champs would be very cause EI's courts are not yet in con-
ton won the mile run in the good time .likin, and Carbondale will be held on interesting .... JIMMY EVERS, var- dition. The next match 'is with State 
of 4:51.2. Don Neal copped the high Schahrer Field Saturday afternoon, sity club president, has been ill for Normal on May 1. 
hurdles, was third in the low hurdles April 27. the past week .... SOFT BALL does 1 --------
event and tied for third in the high Carbondale as in former years has not seem to be a very popular sport. EI STUDENTS, GUEST 
jump. Holmes won the high jump one of the st~ongest teams in the state. So far only four teams have signed FIGURE IN ACCIDENT 
without removing his sweat clothes and A negro freshman, Eugen e Payton, has up definitely .... It seems that the 
garnered seconds in the pole vault and filled in the weak spot in dash events. diversified spring sports program has Virginia Cott et Snider, Stanley Me-
javelin. Another 'midnight' flyer is Twister taken all the athletic young men of Intosh-students at El-and Miss Al-
Crisp, star hurdler for the Maroons. the college. 
The Southerners have lost "Hippo" berta Jones of Jacksonville, a guest of 
Miss Snider, figured in a t riple auto 
Hoosiers Flanked by Veterans; 
Lanman and Honefinger Slat-
ed for Mound Duty. 
The Lantzmen w'ill open their base-
ball season this afternoon when they 
meet Indiana State of Terre Haute on 
Lincoln ,Field. The locals play a re-
turn game at Terre Haute Friday aft-
ernoon. This gives Coach Lantz an 
opportunity to put his men through 
warm-up paces in two non-conference 
games before the regular ten-game 
conference schedule is opened. 
Outstanding among the Indiana 
regulars is Captain Joe Pack, who is 
completing his third year on the var-
sity. He is a hard-hitting outfielder. 
Other returning men with varsity ex-
perience are: Jim Carr, pitcher al)d 
outfielder; Bibbs, first base; Waters, 
catcher; Herndon, shortstop, and Mul-
vihill, first base. 
The following line-ups are Coach 
Lantz's two leading nines, with every 
man having a chance to start the 
game. 
Dettro and Curry, r~ght field; Paul 
Cooper and Fulk, center field; Jack 
Austin and Shaw, left field; Ballard 
and Cook, third base; Urbansek and 
W. Lewis, shortstop; Kessinger and 
Duey, second base; Carlock and Week-
ley, first base; Strader and Davidson, 
catch; Honefinger and Lanman, pitch. 
Umpires for today: 
Pete Rife (Clinton, Ind.) 
Nixie Yeargin (Oakland). 
Anderson, freshman prospect in dis-
tance events, prov'ided one of the best 
races of the day when he fought a 
close duel with Baker in the two mile 
event. Anderson led all the way up to 
the last 50 yards when Baker 's sprint 
Brown, their great javelin thrower, Commuters Injured accident one-half mile west of Mat -
which leaves Harry Bauder as chief toon s aturday nigh t, March 30. Miss BUY M 0 N AR CA 
asset in the field. When Auto Crashes Snider suffered minor cuts and bruises 
Millikin's strength is not well known -- and Miss Jones was injured to the ex-
as this is the first time for several ' Seven EI students suffered minor tent of a sprained ankle and bruises. 
"BETTER GASOLINE" 
As in the past, EI was weakest in years that ~he ins~itution_ ~a:' put a injuries when the automobile in which Mr. Mcintosh escaped unhurt. Miss 
track t~am 111 the field. Milhkm prob- they were riding to school Tuesday Jones, visit ing here over the week-
forged him into first place. 
Lynch Oil Co. Station 
;;ei;!t .;;~~~~- copping five points to ably Will not send a full team but morning crashed into a guard rail at end was able to return home Thurs- Cor. 5th & Monroe. 
The summaries: only entries in spec~al events. Cassell Creek, west of Mound ceme- day afternoon. She is a student at 
Phone 500 
The Panthers Wlll depend upon tery. The accident was caused by the MacMurray college. I 
Mile run- Upton, El, first; Roche, three freshmen who_ won firsts in the blowing out of a tire on the rear wheel '---------------
Bulk Plant on Big 4 R. R. 
DeKalb, second; Yeakel, DeK alb, third. D eKalb meet; Marvm Upton, who r an of the car, operated by Emily Rue. I 1-
Time--4:51.2. a great mile last Saturday, Robert I The occupants of the car were Em- STAYING 0 N E MORE WEEK '• Quarter m'ile- Hein, DeKalb, first; Holmes, winner in the high jump, and ily Rue, Dorothy Taylor, Genevieve I 
Kelly, EI, second; Beals, DeKalb, third. Harold Younger, star low hurdler. The Hill, Rose Lee Moore, Roger J ones, . 
Time-52_6_ remaining Angusmen should be in bet- Edward Pegelow, and Robert Sp'ill- 4 P 0 S E S 1 0 
100 yard dash _ Trakas, DeKalb, ter sh ape than they were for their man. Injuries suffered were not of pHOTOS c 
first; Nori, DeKalb, second ; Russell, opening test. Aust'i.n in the dashes, sufficient consequence to cause the 
DeKalb, third. Time-10.1. Kelly, 220 and 440 dash man; Ander- absence of any one of the group from 
120 yard high hurdles - Neal, EI, son, Cummins, and Thudium in the school. 
first; Henderson, EI, second; Sharts, 880, and Anderson in the two mile; Fox 
DeKalb, third. Time- 17. in the broad jump and Neal in the ANNOUNCE EXAMINATION 
880 yard run- H.ein, DeKalb, first; hurdles are other sure starters. 
Cummins, E'I, second; Upton , EI, third. 
Time-2:08. 
220 yard dash- Norl, DeKalb, first; 
Russell, DeKalb, second; Kelly, EI, 
third. Time-22.3. 
R. G. Buzzard Talks 
At Rotary Meeting 
Two mile run- Baker, DeKalb, first; President R. G. Buzzard was one of 
Anderson, EI, second ; Blagg, DeKalb, the speakers on the Rotary club's han-
third. Time- 10:44.1. orary banquet program at Rardin last 
220 yard low hurdles- Younger, EI, Tuesday evening. The local group of 
first; Hand, DeKalb, second; Neal, EI, Rotarians entertained a number of 
third. Time-28.9. Rardin citizens at the new commun-
Mile relay - DeKalb, first (Lantz, ity building. 
Beals, Hand, and Hein); E.I, second I President Buzzard spoke briefly re- 1 
(Kelly, Fox, Thudium, Cummins.) gat'ding the plans and h opes of the j 
Shot put _ cowan, DeKalb, first ; college through its Rural Education 
1 
Hein, DeKalb, second; Davis, EI , third. departmen t, and asked for help and 
D'istance--42 feet, 4 inches. ~ooperat'ion of the rural people to this 
Discus- Cowan, DeKalb, first; Trf.t- end. 
lock, EI, second; Trakas, DeKalb, Among EI faculty members present 
third. Distance- 122 feet, 3 inches. were: Donald R. Alter, W. S. Angus, 
J avelin - Peters, DeKalb, first; Walter W. Cook, C. P. Lantz, J. Glenn 
Holmes, EI , second; Concodine, De- Ross, Paul W. Sloan, and R. G. Buz-
Kalb, third. Distance - 184 feet, 4 zard. 
inches. 
Pole Vault-Eustace, DeKalb, first; I BOOKS - hundreds of books - 5 
Holmes, E'I, and Richard, DeKalb, tied cents- 6 for 25. Rare, ancient, r ecent 
for second. Height-10 feet . classic; all magazines; back Nat. Geo-
Broad jump - Nori, DeKalb, first; graphics, especially valuable in school 
Fox, E'I, second; Trakas, DeKalb, third. work. Come in, brouse around freely. 
D'istance-21 feet, 7 inches. Old Mill Book Shop. 610 7th St. 
Examinations for Coles County 
eigh th grade pupils will be held in the j 
high school assembly room on April ! 
27, according to an announcement by 
W. H. Green, county superintendent of 
schools. 
~ 
BIG! NEW! 
ESKIMO 
PIES 
On a Stick 
5c 
MEADOW GOLD 
DAIRY 
Phone 7 
High jump-Holmes, EI, first; J ohn-
son, DeKalb, second; Neal and Hen -
derson, EI, and Baker, DeKalb, tied 
for third. Height-5 feet, 6 inch es. 
A watch or clock that doesn 't run is 
useless. If you have one of these kind, 
bring it to us and we will put it in or-
der so that it will give you good serv-
ice again.- 0 . P. Coon, 408 Sixth St. 
Furste'sAuto Supply. 
Buy It For Less at Furste 's 
. 
PHONE 24 !. _______ ._. _.I Patronize the News advertisers. 
5x7 ENLARGEMENT 25c 
All Work Finished in Two Minutes 
THE CRYSTAL STUDIOS 
FIRST DOOR WEST· OF KEITH' S BAKERY 
p 
Knee-lengths 
for comfort! 
0 X 
Bo-~~cd 
!d-o-slcs 
e Lastex tops hold up these new 
Bobbed Hosies by Phoenix. They're ·so 
comfortable! And smart, too-in fine 
Phoenix chiffon. Ask for Bobbed Hosies, 
m the ~ew Phoenix Racing Colors. 
James & Murray 
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Mr. Weckel, the wizard violinst, eats, 
sleeps, and looks like other people, but 
he pays a fiddle without having one. 
Have you started resting up for East-
er vacation yet? 
Illinois sends more suckers to Mam-
', moth Cave than any other state. 
We saw several murals in the art 
room, which were nothing but wall-
flowers. 
There are several things about the 
music club which we feel should be 
bared. , 
What Can Heckler 
Mean by All This? 
Can it be that Tug-boat Annie is 
sailing back over the horizon in a 
Pan? 
Crowds have been gathering at the 
baseball field (It has been reported) . 
TEACHERS COI.ILEGE NEWS 
The Pan 
Points An 
Accusing Finger 
at ..... 
Since when night baseball at EI? Just ,1111""""""R"III""m!!!l11m11m11m111111m""""'"""llllllllll!l!llll!l!l!l!llil!l!l!!!ill!lil!l!'"""m!!!l"lll"!!!l""'""" 
a wandering. 
I 
The Pan Ponders 
Hardware stores report a shortage on Why is GWEN OLIVER so absent-
roller-skates .... tailors report rushing minded these sunshiny days? Is it 
business. the SPRING or a YOUNG MAN'S 
fancy? 
The Heckler will give away absolute-
ly free one good five cent drink for a How the COLLEGE TRIO sounded 
four line "jitney jingle." It must con- like the PALMER HOUSE ENSEMBLE 
cern someone or something on the over the air? 
campus-no foolin'. 
A bright new shiny Pin for Mr. 
Weckel .... goes to Tennessee to play 
and forgets his violin . . . . Howdy do, 
co:onel - howdy do. 
' The Pan only gives away stuff 
well, the depression has hit us all. 
We got the "big shots" to pay 75 
cents for their banquet; do they think 
. we can get the "big shots" orchestra 
chorus are adoptn~g to pay us to let them play here. Think 
to fit in with their 
Page Nine 
Spring Fever Nips Elmer; He's Tired 
Already from Not Studying So Soon 
Dear Elmiree, 
Boy did I take a swell hayrack ride 
last Friday and a big weeny roast aft-
erwards. They are really getting the 
rite idea about parties up here now 
with the barn dance and now this hay 
rack party. If they would only have a 
maple molasses party of some kind 'it 
would be ideel. I bet I can eat more 
than anybody else and have more 
fun. I guess I'll suggest it to some-
body. 
Hey what is this novelty 6 anyhow, 
what I mean is what are the other five 
I sure had fun a t a t rezur hunt a t 
Cigmadelta the other night but the 
guy what hid the trezur was awful 
dumm. He dont know what is the dif-
ference between two railroads. He 
don't even know what color a nickle 
plate is. I guess or maybe he didnt 
look. One of the farmers where we 
went at told us the next clue would be 
in jail but I seen he was just a chid-
ing us but he didn't look like he was 
for a wh'ile there. I don't know who 
got the trezur or what it was cause 
nobody t old me and I didn't find it . 
novelties and who wrote them. Is that .---------------. 
a name of a short story? And what 
do they do with a novelty at a dance? 
Do the wallflowers read to keep awake 
by or what? Maybe I'm imposing my 
ignorants but I want to know. 
Spring is so far along with me al-
ready that I have got tired of not 
reading my books. I think I'll rest up 
some more for Easter and then after 
that !'1( start studying if it doesn't 
get too hot which it proberly will. 
If Your Shoes Could 
Walk 
They Would Go to the 
GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP 
to be rebuilt 
W. C. FITZPATRICK 
PHONE 74 
A Poisonality Test. 
The men's 
mammy songs 
suthin' drawl. I of the publicity they'd get in the 
News! r--------------------------------~ 
1. Can you name five people that 
you could bum a fag off of? 
2. Who are they? (All answers strict-
ly confidential). 
3. Do you eat ·onions at a wiener 
roast whether other people do or not? 
4. Do you thr>o·w or eat snowballs? 
Which? 
5. Can you play ping pong and why 
do you? 
6. How have you been doin'? 
7. Does contract bother you? 
8. Are you a chronic class attender? 
9. What's the difference? 
10. Have you ever passed Library 
20? ($1.00 is offered for the recipe.) 
11. Are you taking Skating 20? 
12. Are you easily and well-ac-
quainted? 
13. Was this written to amuse you, 
to fill up space, or some other rea&on? 
14. Who 'is the man behind the 
bowler. hat? 
15. Do you stick pins in balloons? 
16. What color are the wheels on 
Mr. Shiley's car? In y-our head? 
17. Why does .the Coffee club wear 
canes? 
18. Is it a good thing to cut off the 
library dates at 9 o'clock? 
19. What do you think of hypo-
condriacs? · · 
20. Do you favor the Townsend 
plan? 
This test has not yet been correlated 
50 we don't know anything about what 
it shows. Too ba d, nicht wahr? 
AMERICAN REVIEW IS 
TO ADOPT NEW POLICY 
The library h as received notice of 
"Doc" Harwood has tossed two new 
hats into the political ring. Looks like 
dirty politics, Hugh. 
EI Is Represented 
At Illinois Plays 
From my admiring fans: (Stooge 
One). 
Rock-a-bye baby in the tree-top, 
When the winds blow, the cradle will 
rock 
If the bough breaks, the cradle will 
fail. 
Down will come baby, cradle and all! 
The following people attended the so what! 
plays Le Medecin Madgre by Moliere 
and Knock by Jules Romains . whi_ch , Our SHAWN DANCERS certainly 
were presented by the Umvers1ty didn't have to pay much for their 
French Club at Lincoln Hall, Cham- costumes. 
paign, Thursday evening: Miss Eliza-:-
beth Michael, Mrs. Anita R. F'ield, 
Ruby Stallings, Helen Purl, Elizabeth 
Covalt, Mary Alice Harwood, Mar-
guerite Iknayan, Louise Inman, Ruth 
Remember your friends with flowers 
at Easter. Phone 39. Lee's Flower 
Shop. 
ROyce, James Hobbs, Walton Morris, ·---------------. 
and Robert Thomas. 
FORMER STUDENT IS 
AUTHOR OF ARTICLE 
The April issue of the American Li-
brary Association Bulletin includes an I 
article "Public Library Service to 
Schools" by Miss Lois F . Shortess. She 
'is a former student of the college. 
POPULAR BRANDS 
CANDY BARS 
3 for lOc 
W. E. HILL & SON 
. Southwest Comer Square 
Recently, Miss Shortess had publish- •--------------~ 
ed a "Library List for the Elementary 
Schools of Louisiana" in the October 
bulletin of the State Department of 
Education of Louisiana. 
Shoe Repahing Neatly Done 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
417 Seventh St. Phone 173 
EATS, DRINKS, CONFECTIONS, 
GROCERmS, VEGETABLES, 
MEAT 
Where E. I. a.nd Soutb Charleston 
Buy Their Eats 
Meet Your Friends Here 
LINCOLN INN 
DELICATESSEN 
Phone 73 706 Lincoln Ave. 
the change in policy made by the ._ _____________ _. •·--------------' 
"North American Review" whereby 'it r-~-------------• ... -------~------• 
is to return to an older former as a 
quarterly in place of the present 
monthly publication. The quarterly 
publication will allow for a Ip.Ore ex-
tended type of mat erial than the jour-
nalistic tone the monthly permitted. 
The first quarterly issue probably 
will appea.r. toward the end of May-
as close as possible to the actual 120th 
anniversary of the first edition. 
Fletcher's Grocery 
EVERYTHING GOOD 
TO EAT 
Phone 422 403 Lincoln St. 
New Arrivals in 
MILLINERY 
at 
The Vogue Shop 
West Side Square 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side . Square 
SPECIALIZING 
in All Kinds of 
BEAUTY WORK 
W. C. Peters, Prop. Phone 1506 
EAST SIDE CAFE 
"A GOOD PLAtCE TO EAT" 
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT 
F oun'lain Service East Side Square 
_, ______________________ . ~--------------------------------------------------~ 
SURPRISE THE FOLKS 
THIS YEAR 
with an 
Easter Photograph 
We have Styles in All Price 
Ranges 
Art Craft Studio 
PHONE 598 
BAND BOX DRY OLEANING 
Odorless-No Fading 
No Shrinking 
KIND TO YOUR CLOTHES 
Sunshine Laundry 
PHONE 397 
finnouncing .. ... 
'~Doc's'' Tailoring Shop 
710 Lincoln St. 
SUIT or DRESS 
CLEANED AND PRESSED 
75c 
MEN 'S TAILORED TO MEASURE SUITS 
$18.75 up 
THE WELL DRESSED MAN 
WEARS TAILORED CLOTHES 
TODAY (TUES.) AND WEDNESDkY-
Claudette COLBERT 
in 
'THE GILDED LILLY' 
with 
Ray MILLAND-Fred MacMURRAY 
THURSDAY ONLY- Continuous Shows, Starting at 1:00 
BIG STAGE & SCREEN PROGRAM 
ON THE STAGE-
THE ALL NEW BIG 
·wLS ROUNDUP 
with 
Arkansas Woodchopper-Rube Tronson and His Texas Cow-
boys-The Hayloft Trio-Log Cabin Boys and Others 
ON THE SCREEN-
Donald WOODS- Margaret LINDSAY 
in 
"THE FLORENTINE DAGGER" 
FRIDAY ONLY-
Joan BLOND ELL-Glenda FARRELL 
in 
'Traveling Saleslady' 
SATURDAY ONLY-
Walter C. KELLY 
Richard CROMWELL- Betty FURNESS 
in 
'McFADDEN'S FLATS' 
SUNDAY & MONDAY-
Bing Joan w. c. 
CROSBY BENNETT FIELDS 
in BOOTH TARKINGTON'S 
' 
with 
Queeme SMITH- The CABIN KIDS 
AT THE REX THEATRE 
FRIDAY & SAT.- SUNDAY & MON.-
James GLEASON 
Edna Mae OLIVER Bob STEELE 
in in 
"MURDER ON 
' 
"GALLOP IN' 
ROMEO" A HONEYMOON" 
P age Ten TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS Tuesday, April 9, 1935 
C. H. Coleman Says Navy Is Essential 
For US to Maintain Neutral Position 
H . F . Heller to Talk Coles County Home B ureau Will Be 
For Geography Club Host to R ecreation Leaders Saturday 
(Continued from Page 1) 
own neighbors (whose bleeding stumps 
have healed) and all the world. 
"Since our national interests can best 
be promoted by oontinued peace, may 
that not be a factor in our tendency to 
denounce all disturbers of peace in any 
quarter as the enemies of civilization? 
Having achieved all we wanted by war, 
are we now to wrap around us the 
mantle Glf sanctity and deny to all 
other peoples the very device we have 
used so freely and unhesitatingly in 
the past?" 
rCites Simond's Statement 
Mr. Coleman cited a recent state-
ment by Frank H. Simonds, publicist 
and international observer, concerning 
American peace efforts. Said Mr. 
Simonds : "Just as long as the price 
of peace is the perpetuati·on of in-
equalities between peoples, whether 
these be ethnic or economic, the vic-
tims of such inequalities will hold the 
price excessive. Precisely as long as 
Americans who desire to promote the 
cause of Wo<rld peace confine their 
activities to emphasizing the horrors 
of combat and continue to ignore the 
miseries imposed upon certain peoples 
by their present material circum-
stances, their campaigns against war 
are foredoomed to certain and de-
served failure." 
Offers Four-Point Program 
Faculty to St~rt 
. Vacation Jaunts 
(Continued from Page 3) 
James Hobbs will be in New York dur-
ing Easter. 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sloan will spend 
Easter in Cleveland; Oho. 
0. L. Railsback will visit Blooming-
ton, Ind., for a few days. 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Weckel 
and family will visit Rock Island and 
Springfield, Ill. 
Miss Mary E. Thompson will be the 
g·uest of relatives in Omaha, Neb. 
Miss Grace Geddes is to be in Oma-
ha, Nebraska for her Easter vacation. 
Mr. and Mrs. Heller are planning 
a trip east for their spring vacation. 
They are gding to visit Washington, 
D. C., New York City, and their for-
mer home in Pennsylvania. 
Mr. Frederick Koch is to be in Mar-
tinsville. 
Miss Annie Weller is going to visit 
her nephew who teaches at the Uni-
versity of Missour'i in Columbia, Mo. 
Miss Anabel Johnson will visit in 
Martinsville, Ind., during her vacation. 
Mr. and Mrs. Russell H. Landis will 
be in Madison, Wis. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jackson are go-
ing to be in Ind'ianapolis, Ind. 
Mr. Kevin Guinaugh will attend the 
meeting of the Classical Association 
of the Middle West and South in St. 
Louis during Spring vacation. Mrs. 
Kevin Guinaugh will v'isit in Pitts-
burgh, Pa. 
Miss Ruby Harris will visit her home 
in Coffeen for part of her vacation. 
Hobart F. Heller will be the princi-
pal speaker at the April 29 meeting Senior Class votes 
of the Geography club in Room 6 at 
7:30 p. m. H'is topic is to be, "The Cash for Spring Hop 
Anthracite Coal Mining District." __ _ 
Raymond Abernathy's explanation Senior class members voted last 
of "Russia's Second Five-Year Plan" 
will be another feature. The unique Tuesday morning to finance the dance 
roll call method of the organization part of the Junior-Senior Dinner-
will center around response to the fol- Dance to be given on May 24. Present 
lowing: author and title of a current p:ans are to hold the banquet and 
magazine article of interest to the ; dance in the Masonic Temple at 
club. The regular contest w'ill be on Mattoon. 
the subject, "Ten Tqpographic Fea- The m ntion passed by the sen iors 
tures You Should Know." provides that juniors and seniors will 
be admitted to the dance fr ee of 
MILLIKIN DEBATERS charge, and that each member will 
ARE FINAL EI FOES be allowed one guest ·o.f the opposite 
EI debaters, represented by the men 
teams, conclude the season Thursday 
in home and away matches with Milli-
kin. J. Paul Reed, Glen Cooper, and 
George Lutz, negatives, will debate the 
Millikin affirmatives here Thursday 
night. Richard Bromley, Charles Pos-
ton, and Frank Day, affirmatives, will 
journey to Decatur to meet the Milli-
kin negatives. The question: R esolved, 
that all collective bargaining be nego-
tiated through non-company unions, 
safeguarded by law. 
EI PICTURES APPEAR 
The group picture of college students 
taken in the auditorium just before t h e 
end of the winter quarter and a pic-
ture ·O·f several girls in the Pemberton 
Hall parlors appeared in the Illinois 
rotogravure section of the St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch Sunday. 
sex. Each senior will pay for his 
banquet plate and the plate of his 
guest, according to the motion. 
Walter M. Scruggs of the Zoology 
department has recently been elected 
to Phi Sigma, an honorary graduate 
scientific fraternity. This is the sec-
ond honor accorded Mr. Scruggs this 
year; he was previously elected to 
Sigma Xi. 
ASHBY'S SHOE 
SHOP 
20 years' experience guarantees 
satisfaction in shoe repairing. 
We are now located at 
605 7th St. just off the 
southeast comer square 
The Coles County Home Bureau will 
hold two sessions in the gymnasium 
Saturday for recreation leaders. Home 
Bureau groups, 4-H clubs, rural teach-
ers, County Life club, and young peo-
ple's church organizations will attend 
the meet ings. The m orning session 
starts at 10 o'clock and the afternoon 
one at 1 o'clock. Mrs. Bessie Wilson, 
Coles County Home Bureau leader, is 
in charge of the program: 
A second recreationa and instruc-
tional meeting for 4~H club leaders 
and t wo representatives from each 
club will be held in the music room 
on April 17. Miss Mary McKee, state 
leader, will speak at this meeting. 
We Carry a Complete Line of 
Whitman's Easter Novelties 
and Easter Eggs 
The CANDY SHOP 
FREE DRINKS 
Frank Gosnell, Fred Zimmerman, 
K athryn Davis, Elizabeth Widger 
PHONE 270 
Farm and Home 
Market 
Open 9:30 till 2:00 
EVERY SATURDAY 
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, cot-
tage cheese, baked beans, salads, 
cakes, pies, cookies, bread and rolls. 
613 SEVENTH STREET 
In conclusion, Mr. Goleman offered 
a four-fold program, which, he said, 
"if agreed upon before war, and ad-
hered to during hostiliti'es, might well 
maintain both our neutrality and our 
self-respect." The four steps sug-
gested were: 1. In event of a war 
in which we were not involved, pro-
hibit the export of direct munitions of 
war- guns, airplanes, gases, explosives, 
tanks, etc.-to' any country whatever. 
2. Forbid our citizens to travel upon 
the mer~hant ships of a nation at 
war. Let Congress enact legislation 
withdrawing national protection from 
American citizens using belligerent 
vessels. 3. Enact legislation f•Difbid-
Mrs. Elbert Fields will spend Easter 
Sunday in Carlinville, Ill. 
Robert .Shiley will spend his 
vacation in New York City. 
Miss Mabel Hupprich plans 
journ 'in Madison, Wis. 
Easter I 
to so-
MEN rQIJ/l/](!J,(J Brownbilts 
0/Zellflle/ \ I Seven New Members 1 
Accepted by Clubs 
ding the flotation of loans in this Sigma Tau Delta and the Writer's 
country by a nation at war. 4. If we club voted seven students to member-
insist upon our right to trade with na- ship at a meeting last Thursday eve-
tions at war, in our own ships, and in ning. Four of the new members are 
g·oods n~t directly of a military nature, freshmen, and three are juniors. 
any nation in control of the sea and Those admitted are: Rose Marie Me-
which seizes these goods should pay gaw '36, Flor-ence Wood '36, Bernadine 
for them upon seizure. Thts would pre- Wade '36, Florence Duncan '38, P eggy 
vent l>Osses to our shippers and would F ellis '38, Elizabeth Jones '38, and 
prevent the accumulation of irritating Dorothy Dowell '38. 
claims for damages. Selection 'is made on the basis · of 
.Miss Reinhardt Speaks try-outs, of which this was the sec-
Other local speakers on the program ond and final of the year. Only those 
included Miss Emma Reinhardt, head who will be in school next year were 
of the EI Education department, who eligible. 
spoke on "Current Education Bills" 
and Mrs. Bessie Wilson, Oo~es county I Patronize the News advertisers. 
Home Bureau head, who spoke on 
"Home Bureau Aid in Public Welfare." 
Miss Reinhardt commented on the $7,- T C HIGH SCHOOL 
000,000 deficiency bi'll and the $30,- • • 
000,000 distributive fund in her talk 
given at the luncheon in Pemberton 
Hall. 
Miss Lena B. Ellington of the EI 
History department was chairman of 
the regional conference. 
Mrs. Glenn H. Seymour, Mrs. Charles 
H. Coleman and Miss Nathile McKay 1 
were in charge of the luncheon. Punch 
was served following the afternoon · 
meeting by Miss Clara Attebery of the 
Home Economics department and the 
college New oters' League. 
SENIOR CLASS 
presents 
"THE PATSY" 
by 
BARRY CONNERS 
A 3-Act Comedy 
College Auditorium 
THURSDAY, APRIL 11, 1935 
8 P.M. 
General admission 25c Reserved 40c 
What do you want to be? Where are 
you going to school next year? At Cas-
ey Saturday about 1,000 seniors of this 
section of Illinois were present for the 
vocational guidance meeting. About 
20 of TO's 29 seniors attended. 
----------~--------~0--~--~~~ \ 
I 
\ 
BUY YOUR 
Easter Cards and Novelties 
I 
l at BROTHERS KING 
Book & Stationery Store-Phone 428 
NEWSPAPERS MAGAZINES 
ANDREWS LUMBER & MILL CO., Inc. 
Good Lumber is Worth the Difference 
~ TRY US AND BE CONVINCED PHONE 85 
... --
' 
You'll find Brown-
billS exc~il in qual-
ity, comfort, ctalts-
manshrp a, well as 
style. In types 
and sizes lor 
eveTy foot. 
INYART'S Brown hilt Shoe S·tore 
l ~--'\.· ~l ;~.._· •• •4. •*''¥.·~ ~. . i 
Our Spring Suit Stock Knows 
All the Answers 
What are the Spring Colors? 
What are the New 1\'lodels? 
What are the Prices? 
How much will one of th ese n ew suits improve my appearance, 
personality, and opportunities? 
Here in our store and stock are ,the answers to all these ques-
t ions. Give us a half hour and you will see style in our mirrors and 
learn of values that will be a tonic t o your budget . 
New Suit Prices $19.50 to $29.50 
Linder Clothing Company 
ON THE CORNER 
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U. S. TRADEMARK SERIAL NUMBER 313412 
bove 
'OMEN ARE 
fEADIER than 
~n, this appara-
s devised by Dr. 
H. Seashore, 
niversity of 
>uthern Califor-
(LosAngeles), 
by count-
hand tremors. 
ATION AL 
pHOTO 
APT AIN,. 
nny Turnbull 
the Pomona 
liege (Clare-
Cal if.) swim· 
UTY AND BRAINS g.o hand ·in hand for Laura Sprague, North-
Dn University (Evanston, Illinois) debater and actress, who repre-
elta Delta Delta in North~estern' s beauty contest. 
MARDI GRAS QUEEN » Lucy Potter ruled over the 
annual Mardi Gras dance held at Farmville State Teachers 
College (.Ya.). 
WORLD'S LAR~EST MECHANICAL BRAIN • This intricate super-'calculating machine has 
been placed on demonstration at the University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia). It is beihg ex-
amined by Dr. Charles G. Chambers, M . E. Nelson, a.nd C. N. Weygantz. wiDE woRLD PHOTO 
Sunset · William Weld 
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA 
Collegiate 
Salon 
of 
Photographic 
A'rt 
Th·e University of Wis-
consin (Madison) Camera 
Club selected the photo-
graphs reproduced here 
as pdrt of its second annudl 
National Collegiate Pho-
tographic Salon, which in-
cluded 41 prints chosen 
from 140 entries sub-
mitted by amateur photog-
raphers in 14 colleges 
and universities. High-
land LivhtJ Cape Cod is 
one of the prints awarded 
a gold meda.l. . 
Highland Light, Cape Cod Laurence S. Foster BROWN UNIVERSITY 
MILDNESS! "Every 
woman prefers a milder 
cigarette," says Miss Helene 
Bradshaw, an enthusiastic 
horsewoman. "I smoke 
Camels because they are 
the only cigarette I've ever 
found that is mild and pleas-
ing to your throat, and that 
has at the same time a de-
lightful rich, full flavor." · 
HEALTHY 
NERVES! 
"I've smoked Camels for 
fourteen years, without a 
sign of upset nerves," says 
Bill Hom. former Gold Cup 
winner and outstanding fig-
ure in American motorboat 
racing for 1934. "I like 
Camels and they like me!" 
· fLAVOR! "It's been thrilling to have a part in the vast enter-
prise of building Boulder Dam," says Erwin Jones, Boulder Da?l 
engineer. "Plenty of strain. Many long hours of exhausting work 
-that's the lot of an engineer on this job! Most of us here at 
Boulder smoke Camels. Man, what a swell taste Camels have! Mild, 
cool, and mellow! Camels have a flavor that can't be beat. You 
can tell they are m«de from choice tobaccos, too, because they 
don't get 'fiat' or tiresome in taste when you smoke a lot." 
I Tob.Co. 
ENERGY·! "Asamasrerbuild-
er, I have learned that any work 
requiring • push· and 'pep' just 
naturally calls for Camels," com-
ments Fruier Forman Peters. 
"Camels always give me new 
energy and enthusiasm when 
I'm feeling tired and listless." 
VALUE ! "I've visite~ Win-
ston-Salem-seen with my own 
eyes how Camels are manufac,-
tured," says Charley l3elden. of 
Pitchfork, Wyoming. "They are 
made from costlier tobaccos. No 
wonder Camels have such a rich, 
cool flavor- such mildness!" 
• 
• 
. . 
LONE RUNNER • Gene Venzke, University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia), was 
so far ahead of the rest of the ~eld in the Intercollegiate 4-A meet 1,500-m-eter run t~t 
th ey just didn't get into the picture. Time: 3:57.6. INTERNATIONAL. P.,.oTo 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
Right 
MILITARY QUEEN 
Agnes Ricks, a Uni-
versity of Wisconsin 
(Mad i son) Kappa 
Alpha Theta, led the 
grand march at the 
Mil itary Ball held in 
the Bad gers' beau-
tiful M emorial 
Union. 
Below 
PULL, BOYS, 
PULLI ,. It' s the 
semi-annual b rawl 
between the Al pha 
and the Beta students 
at los Angeles Jun-
ior College (Calif.) . 
SHE'S A PRINCESS NOW ,. Adiudged the most beautiful Butler University 
co-ed, Mavilla Rainey received a full Indian headdress from Joe Garry, a fu 
lndi~n, who made .the selection . 
-----------------------
)olis, Ind.)-
d Spokdne 
ONE PHOTO 
SPEECH ,. All freshmen 
were "recorded" in this 
study of speech chdnges dnd 
corrections being mdde dt 
the Cdmbridge, Mdss., insti-
Above 
SPRING TRAINING,. 
University of Rochester 
(N.Y.) women sports 
FIRST "PiaURE OF THE WEEK.. WINNER ,. 
Slippery Walks, · by David Rau, president of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin (Madison) Camera Club, is the 
first prize-winning print in the new COLLEGIATE 
DIGEST contest. 
· leaders tackled this 
fallen tree with saw 
and ax when they de-
sired a little extra exer-
cise in preparation for 
their intramural spring 
SportS . KEYSTONE PHOTO 
ATOP WASHINGTON MONUMENT ,. These five Gallaudet College 
(Washington, D.C.) students were among the favored who were allowed 
to ascend to th-e top of the monument when it was given its bath. 
A New Contest for Co II e 9 i ate D i 9 est Readers 
The Picture of the Week 
Each we-ek Collegiate .. Digest ~ill feature one picture that 
.,. its editors believe to be . outstanding from the standpoint of 
photography, composition, subject, and--the story it tel·ls. Sti II 
life as well as action photos will be eligible for tbe contest-
and there .are no subject restrictions beyond those of libel and 
decency. 
Five dollars will be paid to the winner of each week's 
coot~st: The editors. reserve the right to use any photo sub- . 
mitted in Coflegidte Digest at their regular rate of one dollar-
payment to be made upon publication. 
RULES 
1. Each entry must be made by an amateur photographer who is 
now a member of the faculty or student body of a college or university. 
2 The name, address, and college of each contestant, together 
with any information about the photograph, must be printed on the back 
or each photo submitted. No limitation is made upon the number of 
entries each contestant may submit, nor upon the size of the photographs 
submitted. 
3. No pictures will be returned unless accompanied by return 
postage. · 
4. Address all entries to: Picture of the Week, COLLEGIATE 
DIGEST, P. 0. Box 472, Madison, Wis. 
~nter this New Contest Now-Win A Five-Dollar Prize. 
NIGHT WEAR ,. One· must have a bathrobe, but it needn't fit like a squaw's blanket, 
as the model at the left proves. It is in a light weight tweed, and is a model of comfort. 
The shirtwaist nightgown shown at the right is one of the smartest of the new models. It 
comes in silk crepe, voile . or dimity. auTTERICK PHOTO 
ROTEST OATH BILL ,. V dssdr College (Poughkeepsie, N.Y.) 
o~omen protest d New York bill which would require students 
) swedr dll egidnce to the Constitution. KEYSTONE PHOTo 
elow 
lEW STUDENT LEGISLATURE ,. G. W. Wildes (at right) 
ddresses the undergrddudte governing body he conceived For 
irginid Polytechnic Institute (Bidcksburg). 
AlBER 
ALABAMA ·s PRESIDENT, 
George H. Denny, welcomes 
ltdlidn AmbdsSddor · Augusto 
Rosso to the cdmpus. 
Printed by Alco Gravure Inc., Chicago,' Ill. 5391.3-26 
THE AFTERNOON SUN gleams through the portico of Woods Hall, ~rst dormi-
tory 'erected at the University of Alabama (University) after. the Civil War 
ONOR STUDENT • Frances ·wheeler, daughter of 
~ontana' s famed senator and one of the Connecticut 
College for Women's (New London) smartest under-
graduates, performs a psychology experiment. 
WIDE WORLD PHOTO 
POLO TWINS • W. 0. and Oel Johnson are -two of the 
star riders on the Alabama Polytechnic Institute (Auburn) team. 
NEW RECORD HOLDER ,. Henry 
Dreyer, Rhode Island State College 
(Kingston), heaved the ~Nei ght 57 feet, 
9 j nches. . KEYSTONE PHOTO 
QUEEN » That 's t~ honor bestowed upon Winifrec 
Bertram by Valparaiso University (Ind.) students when the) 
elected her as their co-ed leader. 
SURF RIDING in a new style is created by Rosemary Carlyle, University of Oregon (Eugene), who' 
favorite recreation is riding horseback along Oregon's beaches. 
SECTION 
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ACE HURDLER ,. 
Mike. Layden is 
champion hish and 
low hurdler at Notre 
Dame Uni.versity 
(Ind.) . 
U . S. TRADEMARK SERIAL NUMBER 313.1 2 
SILHOUETIED against the darkening sky, two University of Washington (Seattle) women cyclists pause fo~ 
cl chat be(ore conhnuing their ride. EWI~G GALLOWAY PHOTO 
CLEARING THE BAR • 
Women riders take their horses 
over the jumps on the Alaba-ma 
Polytechnic Institute (Auburn) 
riding course. 
BAFF~ED- • Chief Charles Apted, of the Har-
vard University police, is still searc'hing for the 
culprits wh<;> stole the Memorial Bell's clapper. 
WIDE. WORLD 
VICE-PRESIDENT • Phyllis Norton holds second 
highest ofBC-f- in the Associated S_tudents of the 
University of Southern California (Los Angeles). 
• 
UP AND O VER ,. George Pierson limbers up for the 
" O lym p ics of the middlewest," the Drake Relays, to· be 
he ld at Drake University (Des Moines, Ia.) April 26. 
PR~SIDEt'lT-ELEG ,. pr. Herbert L. Spencer (Carnegie 
lnstrtute ofT echnology 21 and Delta Tao Delta) is the new 
·head of the Pennsylvania College for Women . 
PRAGICE COURT ,. 
DePaul Universrty (Chi-
cago, Illinois) student 
lawyers try a murder 
case-and the "defen-
dant" was declared not 
guilty by the jury. 
ASSOCIA TtON 
HEAD ,. Vir-
ginia Cox, of Vir-
ginia State Teach-
ers C-oHege (Har-
risonburg), is 
p~esident of the 
Virginid Intercol-
legiate Press As-
sociation. 
''I S THIS FACT 
IMPORTANT To You? '' 
ENERGY! An editor gives 
his expetience:"W hen I'm work-
ing at top speed, the most enjoy-
able way of easing the strain that 
I know is smoking Camels," says 
Ray Baker. " Camels bring back 
my 'pep,' and I can tackle the next 
big story with renewed energy!" 
fLAVOR! "Camels have a 
great taste-rich and pleasing," 
says Herman ]. Lamkin, linotype 
operator. " Camels are mild but 
not flat. I've smoked them for 
many years. I can smoke as 
steadily as I want to, and Camels 
don't ever affect my nerves.'' 
SO MILD! Miss Margaret 
Nichols, expert woman report-
er, says: "Camels have a mild 
flavor-delicate and pleasing-
entirely different from any other 
cigarette. Camels taste better!" 
HEALTHY NERVES ! 
Pat Robinson, sports writer, 
says: "I've been smoking Camels 
ever since they were put on the 
market-at least two packs a day. 
They never upset my nerves." 
VALUE ! "Camels are made from costlier tobaccos. 
They're the real 'extra value' cigarette," says E. E. C. 
Pickwoad, ace news-photographer, who often uses fast 
airplanes to get "front page pictures" for a_great New 
York newspaper. ''I'm loyal- to Camels," Pickwoad 
continues. "They taste so much richer and smoother 
-never frazzle your nerves. . I have smoked Camels 
for years and I, too, would ·w;lk a mile .for a Camel.'" 
I · 
I 
Left . 
THE PRESI DEN-
TIAL SMILE is giv-
en the University of 
Puerto Rico debaters 
upon their visit to 
· the White House 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
Left 
GOOD NEWS is 
brought to the 
Northwestern Uni-
versity (E Vd n s ton, 
Illinois) Cdmpus by 
these members of the 
cdst of the W dd-Mu 
show of the sdme 
ndme. 
PAUL STONE-
RAYMOR PHOTO 
SKULL PRACTICE • Students dnd professors. of the University of 
Moscow (Russia) are doing extensive research on the development 
of the humdn hedd . SOVFOTO 
"ATHLETIC AaiVITIES'' is the title of this CWA mural painted by . an undergraduate 
artist for the student activities building at New York University (New .York City). 
/ 
Each year singing org~nizations representing institutions of the Pacific Southwest 
meet to compete for men's and women's glee club championships in contests spon-
sored by the Pacific Southwest Glee Club Association. Approximately 400 students 
Lustre 
Picture 
of the 
Week 
Arthur T. Henrici 
UNIVERSITY OF M INNESOTA 
SEND YOUR EN-
TRIES in this contest to 
Picture of the Week, 
Collegiate Di gest,· P. 
0. Box 472, M4dison, 
Wis. Five dollars is 
paid to the winner of 
each week's contest. 
gather each year at one of the institutions entered to sing their way to high honor ~~r 
their alma mater. Santa Barbara State College played host to the choral groups t 15 
year. 
-COUNT AI fred 
rzybski (center) is · wel-
:omed by Pres. Robert Mc-
11 (right) to the Wash-
State College (EIIens-
~g) campus for the first 
antics congress. 
Above 
THEY BANNED "HELL 
WEEK" from the University 
of Iowa (Iowa City) campus 
in answer to protests· from 
irate mothers of initiates-its 
the Hdwkeye Interfraternity 
Council. 
Right 
POLITICAL ·cHIEFTAIN • 
Will Fairbanks, business man-
aser of the University of 
Florida- (Gainesville) Alli-
gator, undergraduate news-
paper, is the leader of campus 
politics as well as being an 
able journalist. · 
STRIOLY MALE • This 
fountain serves 1,500 people, 
yet has never served a woman. 
~eason: it is in the center of 
the Virginia Polytechnic In-
stitute (Blacksburg) quad-
rangle. 
HIGH STEPPER ,. · Pio Goggi 
struts his stuff as drum major of the 
Villanova College (Pa.) student 
band. 
'Printed by Alco Gravure Inc., Chicago, IU. 5391.3-27 
• 
In 1920, F-reckric~ Mcintyre llic~el, a slim, 
but ve-ry .. big,man,on,the:campus.. Alpha 
Ddt came out on the steps of his .frate-rnity 
house, whe-re the Alpha Delta Phis still dwell 
at the University of Wisconsin, to pose for the 
yea-rboo~. }{ow he is F-red-ric MaTch whose 
face has been flashed on motion pictu-re screens 
~ throughout the world. 
FREDDY BICKEL came to the Badger cam pus in 1916 from Racine, an earnest, se rious 
youth who wanted to train himself to be an 
orator and a credit to his father's bank back 
home . . Hi won the freshman declamation prize; 
then Alpha Delta Phi, taming his cowlick, to ld 
him to be happy-go-lucky and try acting. Th is, 
with his face and orator's voice, he found no 
hard jobi he was soon the best of the thespians 
in the Edwin Booth Dramatic club. 
Chuck Carpenter, football captain . and Alpha 
Delt, could play the piano. Freddy teamed with 
Chuck in campus vaudeville in an act called 
Two Gloom Picklers. They bottled gloom for 
three years, even though Freddy sang Dardenella 
straight and has never been asked to sing on the · 
screen since he became Fredric March . 
CARPENTER was football captain, so Freddy became manager of the varsity and went 
on trips free . He earned .them by amusing thE;" 
boys at the piano in hotel lobbies on the eves of 
big games. 
Aided by Gamma Phi Beta sorority, where 
Bickel got his Prom dates, he was elected presi-
dent of the senior class in 1920. It is said he 
kissed 35 votes at the sorority house after his 
victory, whereupon his opponent told The Dai/: 1 
• • • 
F.redric Ma-rch won the Motion Pictu-re 
Academy Awa-rd in 1932 for his veTsatile 
.. Dr. ]e~yll and Mr. Hyde." Last year, in a 
newspaper poll, Japanese · maidens chose him 
their favorite Ame-rican actor. His ·next Tole 
is that of Jean Valjean in Twentieth Century's 
film ve-rsion of Hugo s classic ''Les Mise-rabies,'' 
a. bool{ too thic~ for Freddy to read in college. 
Cardinal that he ( the opponent) was glad he. 
c9uld roll hi's own cigarettes. 
Though he was no Phi Bete, the school of 
commerce gdve Freddy d scholarship to study 
fi na nce at the Nati ona l Ci ty Bank in New York. 
There was a change in bank management, and an 
actor at hea rt w as lost to banking. Fancying the 
city, he ~ot H oward Chandler Christy to paint 
his proHie for collar ads. Then he took his 
mother's maiden name, March, and pestered his 
way into a small part in a Broadway show. 
IN Los Angeles M arch' s Barrymore in The Royal Family won him a Paramount contract. 
His first picture was The Dummy, starring Ruth 
Chatterton . O n his cl im b upward he played 
twice opposite C lara Bo w, once as a college 
professor, once as a tough sailor. His prof was 
the first genuine p rofessor on the screen , and his 
sailor was tough . Divorced from his first w ife, 
he is married to Florence Eldridge, actress, who 
has a part in Les Miserables. 
He wrote his Mad ison schoolmates last Home-
coming that he was sorry he couldn't get to town : 
A very annoying studio production schedule 
kept him in Hollywood making screen love to 
Anna Sten! 
Very, very annoying indeed! 
DID YOUR CAMPUS produce a personality who is now prominent in the radio, motion picture, ~<~a~e. art, husine:;s, 
or political world? If you want to see that personality the suhject of a "Spotlighter" thumbnail sketch, write The 
Stx:>tlightcr, Collegiate Digest. P. 0. Box 47-:l, Madison. Wis. One dollar will he paid for each acceptable picture sub-
mitted, in addition to om• dollar for acccptahle authentic anecdote~ ahout the famed of today. 
UNVEILING the 
po r t r ai t of Dr. 
Charles Steinmetz at 
Unio n Colle ge 
(Schenectady, N. Y .) 
whe re he taught for 
20 years. 
VER NO N WIL· 
SHERE, Philadelphid 
Athl etics pitcher, 
will return to In· 
diana University 
(Bio~mington). ne~t 
fall to enter h1s .sen· 
ior year. He 5 d 
Theta Chi. 
